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Abstract
SiGe wideband 77-GHz and 94-GHz front end receivers with integrated antennas
for passive imaging have been designed and characterized. These front end systems
exhibit wideband performance with the highest gain and lowest noise figures reported
thus far for silicon-based systems in the 77-GHz and 94-GHz frequency regimes, to
the best of the author's knowledge. These systems each comprise a fully differential
integrated antenna, LNA, and a double-balanced mixer. A separate 77-GHz front end
also features an on-chip 72-GHz cross-coupled VCO. The 77-GHz front end receiver
achieves 46 dB max conversion gain, 6.5-10 dB noise figure (NF), output-referred
1dB compression point of +2 dBm and DC power dissipation (PDc) of 122 mW.
The 94-GHz receiver achieves 47 dB max conversion gain, 7-12.5 dB NF, and PDC of
120 mW. The antenna performance yields gains of 10-13 dB over 70-100 GHz, with
greater than 90% efficiency. The integrated antenna exhibits a typical loss of 0.5-1
dB, or 80-90% efficiency, and a worst-case radiation loss of 1 -2 dB (efficiency =
63%). These reported results exceed published on-chip antenna performance, which
typically achieve < 10% efficiency. Antenna loss degrades receiver noise figure and
gain, yielding a less viable receiver. The individual design, co-design and integration
of each element making up the RF front end collectively contribute to the overall high
performance of these front end receivers.
The 77-GHz LNA achieves 4.9-6.0 dB NF, 18-26 dB gain, and S11, S22 of -13.0
and -12.8 dB, respectively. The mixer achieves 12-14 dB NF, 20-26 dB conversion
gain and -26dBm IP1dB (input-referred). The VCO achieves output power from -2
to 0 dBm with phase noise of -93 dBc/Hz at 72 GHz. The 94-GHz LNA achieves
22-dB max gain, 7.0 dB NF, -25 dB and -10 dB S11 and S22, respectively. This LNA
also exhibits very wideband performance, achieving >10 dB gain from 40-100 GHz.
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Title: LeBel Professor of Electrical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The area of millimeter-wave (MMW) systems research and design has become increas-
ingly popular in recent years with the advancement of processes which enable quality
performance of silicon-based systems. Several exciting applications exist for MMW
design, including wireless communications at 60-GHz, collision-avoidance radar at
77-GHz, improvement of navigational aids and air safety in poor visibility conditions
at 94-GHz, concealed weapons detection and imaging at 77-GHz, 94-GHz and higher.
Figure 1-1 illustrates some of these challenging opportunities. This thesis focuses pri-
marily on the application of passive imaging for concealed weapons detection, which
requires very high gain, wide bandwidth and low noise. However, the systems pre-
sented in this thesis can extend to several existing applications.
Concealed weapons have become an increasing threat requiring advances in detec-
tion. They can be detected via passive or active imaging given that they are composed
of materials that possess contrasting emissivity and reflectivity properties than those
of the human body. In this thesis, complete integrated passive imager front ends in
the frequency ranges from 73-81 and 91-99 GHz are presented, including packaged
flip-chip bonded antennas. Compared with current published work, these systems are
high gain, wideband front end receivers that are fully differential, achieving compa-
rably low noise. Most notable about this work, however, is the holistic system design
aspect, in that the LNA was co-designed for the packaged antenna, to minimize losses
and to optimize receiver performance.
71-76 GHz 60 GHz
81-86 GHz
S60-G WirelessLicensed \ HDMI
E-band DVD player
Imaging Collision-Avoidance Radar Point-to-Point Links Wireless HD-TV
All- weather Improve Reduce Airline Accident
Aviation Safety Navigational Aids Rates 1OX
Figure 1-1: Millimeter- Wave Applications.
1.1 Motivation
An overview of the electromagnetic spectrum, from AC and radio-frequencies through
the visible part of the spectrum and Gamma rays, is shown in Figure 1-2 [1]. Millimeter-
waves have several advantages over microwaves, a regime in which a great deal of
remote sensing and passive imaging has been done. Given the small wavelength of
the millimeter-wave frequency regime, high spatial resolution can be achieved, as
well as very small antenna and overall package size. Broad IF bandwidths can be
achieved, as well. While 8 GHz represents a very broad IF bandwidth, it only rep-
resents a fraction (- 10%) of 77-GHz. Thus, it is easier to achieve broad bandwidth
at MMW frequencies. Also, MMW systems have low probability of interference, as
there are very few systems currently in use at this regime. Another key advantage
of millimeter-wave radiation is its ability to penetrate clouds, dust, snow, fog and
other various weather impediments with lower attenuation than infrared (as shown in
Figure 1-2). This certainly gives millimeter-wave system a significant advantage over
infrared and optical wavelengths for passive imaging in adverse weather conditions.
Figure 1-2: Electromagnetic Wave Spectrum. Courtesy Isaiah Blankson [1].
1.2 Challenges
Several unique challenges exist when designing, characterizing and troubleshooting
in the millimeter-wave regime. In system and circuit design, these challenges in-
clude understanding and overcoming discrepancies between simulated and measured
results, carefully monitoring critical nodes in parasitic extractions, and relating these
discrepancies in a reasonable manner. Often models used in simulation do not behave
as ideally expected in practical measurements for several reasons, including limita-
tions in the test equipment, incorrectly modeled parameters, and overestimation or
underestimation of extracted parasitic values.
Testing in this regime requires significant experience to troubleshoot, as well as
expensive equipment which needs to be consistently checked for proper performance.
Perhaps the most important aspect of testing is ensuring that the chip is thoroughly
designed for test, thereby providing a means for adjustment and probing of every
external parameter possible.
Another key challenge is the fact that silicon-based millimeter-wave design and
reported measurements is still a relatively new arena, leaving a dearth of literature
to reference and learn from. Therefore, perhaps the most valuable lessons gained by
researching in this area come from practical experience in design and testing. All
in all, however, these challenges culminate together to present key opportunities for
gaining exceptional insight and expertise in this area.
1.3 Related Work
A great deal of work has been done in passive imaging using III-V technology (such
as GaAs/InP HEMT devices), as well as in discrete systems [3-6]. These systems do
tend to exhibit better noise performance than silicon-based systems, and for certain
applications, they are preferred. However, these technologies also tend to have signif-
icantly higher cost than silicon processes. In addition, steady increases in the SiGe
HBT cutoff frequencies (fTs) have demonstrated equivalent or better performance
than their III-V counterpart [7]. SiGe also can withstand high current densities
without sustaining lattice damage, thereby exhibiting the advantage of high thermal
conductivity. These advantages are not characteristic of III-V compounds. Further-
more, SiGe BiCMOS also features advanced passive elements, which enable highly
integrated and complex SoCs. Significant advances have been made recently in these
areas using SiGe technology [8-11].
This thesis will first detail the holistic system design with antenna integration for
two receiver systems at 77 GHz and 94 GHz. This will include full characterization
of flip-chip integrated antennas, detailing the loss incurred at the receiver front end
terminals due to the antenna interconnect. This discussion can be found in Chapter
2. The following chapters will detail the design of the individual elements which
make up each front end receiver, including the wideband MMW antenna (Chapter
3), the fully differential LNA (Chapter 4), the double-balanced mixer (Chapter 5),
and the cross-coupled VCO (Chapter 6). Conclusions and future work can be found
in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
SiGe Front End Integrated
Receivers
This section will detail the design and characterization of the wideband 77-GHz and
94-GHz SiGe front end integrated receivers. The 77-GHz passive imager front end
comprised an integrated wideband antenna, a fully differential two-stage Low Noise
Amplifier (LNA), a double-balanced Gilbert-Cell mixer, and both an off-chip (exter-
nal) LO and an on-chip LO signal from a fully differential VCO, which will ultimately
be an integral part of a full PLL. The 94-GHz passive imager front end comprised the
same elements as the 77-GHz system, re-tuned for optimal operation at 94-GHz and
with an external LO input. These front end receivers with integrated antennas both
comprise, to the author's knowledge, the highest gain and widest bandwidth silicon-
based imagers reported at these frequencies. This is achieved by ensuring that each
individual element provovides simultaneously minimum noise and high gain, while
also making careful considerations in the integration details. Finally, most notable
about this work is the co-design and flip-chip assembly of integrated wideband anten-
nas that achieve excellent radiation efficiency, bandwidth and gain. Much work has
been done in the area of on-chip antennas, [12-23], but in these designs, much radia-
tion is lost in the substrate, yielding poor efficiency and antenna gain. The majority
of research will yield the conclusion that even the worst integrated antenna performs
better than the best on-chip antenna.
Some progress has been made in the area of above-chip antenna design, including
simulation and design results in [24], which features simulated antenna gains of 1.5
dBi. Also, exceptional work has been done by IBM [25], which reports an external
folded dipole antenna with an effective 5 dB of gain (after receiver interconnect losses
are considered). Clearly these results are far superior to the lossy on-chip antenna
performances reported, which directly reduce the gain and degrade the noise figure
of the receivers due to their poor efficiencies on the order of < 10%.
Each individual component making up the SiGe front ends in this thesis will be
detailed in the following chapters. This chapter will focus on the holistic approach of
the system design, integration and layout, including the integration of the antenna.
2.1 System Design
The system block diagram for the passive imager is shown in Figure 2-1. This thesis
focuses on the key features of the RF Front End, namely the Antenna, LNA, Mixer,
VCO, and also the full integrated system. The Millimeter-Wave Ultra-Wideband
antenna optimally senses radiation within the RF range of 70-100 GHz, such that one
antenna can be used for both frequency bands. Passive millimeter-wave radiation for
this system is expected to have power levels of approximately -60 dBm. The detector,
located at the output of the IF amplifier, requires approximately -10 dBm of signal
power for optimal operation. Therefore, the RF front end should ideally provide 50
dB of low-noise gain.
The estimated required receiver sensitivity is I- 1.5K. This is based on an
assumption of 13dB SNR required to discern 20K thermal contrast. [11] The temper-
ature resolution is a performance indicator of a passive imager. AT is the minimum
detectable change in the imager temperature. It can be estimated by Equation 2.1:
I (
AT (TA + TN) * (2.1)
where TA is the background temperature, which encompasses the cold sky to the
warmer ground. TA is assumed to be 290K, for simplicity, and assuming the worst-
case scenario. TN is the receiver noise temperature. TN is estimated to be z1540K for
a receiver with 8 dB noise figure. ( indicates the integration time, which is assumed
to be 10ms. This is determined by the frame rate of 10Hz needed to detect a person
walking with a factor of 10 margin and also above the 1/f noise frequency. BW
indicates the frequency bandwidth of 8GHz. For an ideal imager, AT can be as
low as 0.27K for the current design. However, sometimes gain fluctation presents a
problem in imaging systems. A primary source of gain fluctuation of MMW receivers
implemented in III-V technology is 1/f noise. SiGe bipolar device exhibits a lower
1/f corner frequency than GaAs and InP devices [11, 26, 27]. Therefore, the gain
fluctuation might present less of a problem for SiGe bipolar circuits. Including the
effect of a gain fluctuation, Equation 2.1 can be modified to
1 (AG 2
AT (TA + TN) * BWG+  (2.2)
If AG/G is allowed to be 1.88x10-4, AT can increase to 0.4K. It can be inferred from
this analysis that a contrast of 8K is feasible if the temperature resolution is 0.4K. This
also assumes 13dB of SNR provides a reasonable image. The gain fluctuation can be
further mitigated by selecting a shorter integration time than the 1/f corner frequency,
and also by selecting an AC coupling frequency above the 1/f corner frequency. For
further information on this concept, see references [11]- [28].
The front-end design is a superheterodyne configuration, whereby an incoming
millimeter-wave RF signal is downconverted by a local oscillator (LO) signal to an
intermediate (operable) frequency range that can be more easily amplified and pro-
cessed. References [2] and [29] have excellent explanations for these receiver systems,
and they also provide a full historical perspective on the origins and motivation for
superheterodyne systems in early radio design.
1kHz
Received power (ref to 50ohn)
-60dB 72GHz VCO
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Figure 2-1: System Block Diagram.
2.2 77-GHz Front End
2.2.1 Overview: Highlights and Chip Layout
The LNA, VCO and Mixer (which are discussed in full detail in later chapters) were
integrated together as part of the 77-GHz passive imager front end with an on-chip
LO, as shown in Figure 2-2. Each individual block is highlighted and labelled. The
77-GHz LNA achieved 4.9-6.0 dB NF, 18-26 dB gain, input return loss (S11) of -13.0
dB, and output return loss (S22) of -12.8 dB. The Double-Balanced Mixer achieved
12-14 dB NF, 20-26 dB conversion gain and -26dBm P1dB (input-referred). The
VCO achieved output power from -2 to 0 dBm with phase noise of r-93 dBc/Hz at 1
MHz offset, at approximately 72 GHz. The alternate version of the front end receiver
is shown in Figure 2-3. This configuration incorporated a balun in place of the VCO
in order to enable single-ended off-chip LO input. The single-ended input was then
converted to a differential signal for the mixer input terminals. The LO signal was
purposely placed at the farthest end possible from the RF input and IF output in
the layout so as to limit LO feedthrough at the IF through the substrate. Also, the
VCO was simulated, laid out and tested with its differential output lines at the exact
length required by the Mixer input LO terminals.
-
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Figure 2-2: 77-GHz Front End Passive Imager, on-chip LO.
Figure 2-3: 77-GHz Front End Passive Imager, off-chip LO.
2.2.2 Characterization
Chip Results
The LNA/Mixer system was first measured with an external (or off-chip) LO in order
to determine the conversion gain, NF and IP1dB for an "ideal" LO source, provided
by a signal generator and external source module. This chip, photographed in Figure
2-3, incorporated an on-chip balun to provide a fully differential LO signal to the
mixer. In this case, the LO frequency was held at 75 GHz (this was the minimum
cut-off frequency of the source module), 0 dBm power, and the RF signal was swept
from 73-81 GHz. Figure 2-5 illustrates the simulated and measured conversion gain
and noise figure for the LNA/Mixer with RF frequency sweep at -60 dBm input
power. Also illustrated in Figure 2-4 is the measured conversion gain for the on-chip
LO. In this case, the VCO operated at approximately 72 GHz. Figure 2-6 illustrates
the P1dB measurement.
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The trend seen in the mixer conversion gain (see Mixer chapter) and the receiver
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conversion gain measurements in Figure 2-7 show general agreement in that the gain
is highest within the frequency range of 73-77 GHz, with degradation at higher RF
frequencies. However, a discrepancy exists in that the simulated conversion gain is
approximately 50-55 dB, while the measured gain is considerably less than expected.
A number of reasons could explain the relative loss in expected gain, including losses
incurred due to impedance mismatch at the LNA/Mixer interface, and also an overly
optimistic modeling of capacitive and resistive parasitics in the simulation extraction
tool.
It is certainly likely that some loss was incurred due to the interface between
the LNA and mixer, which does not attain the ideal 50 ohm impedance match that
each individual block was designed and simulated for. Due to non-ideal RF port S11
and S22 of the mixer and LNA, respectively, intermediate reflections can occur and
limit the optimal gain. This effect of loss in conversion gain has been verified in
simulation by introducing a resistive mismatch between the output port of the LNA
and the input port of the mixer. This effect can also clearly be theoretically and
intuitively extrapolated. Approximately 10-dB of conversion loss can be introduced
if the impedance mismatch between the mixer and LNA ports is 25-ohms. Figure
2-8 illustrates the simulated results vs. measured results with the introduction of a
resistive mismatch between the LNA/Mixer ports.
In general, the conversion gain trends for the off-chip LO and on-chip LO are
comparable to each other. The simulated results show a decrease in conversion gain
for higher RF frequencies, which is also exhibited in the measured results, albeit
more pronounced. This is due to the relative decreases in measured LNA and Mixer
gain at these frequencies, where the gain peaked and the input/output impedance
matched more closely for lower frequencies, exhibiting a more resonant behavior due
to unmodelled parasitic inductance which was not extracted in simulation. These
results are explained more thorougly in both the LNA and Mixer sections of this
thesis. Despite the discrepancy observed in the measured vs. simulated conversion
gain, the receiver still exhibits impressive gain results. To the best of the author's
knowledge, this is the highest-gain SiGe imager front-end reported for this frequency
range, simultaneously with the lowest reported noise figure.
The Noise Figure of the front end receiver was measured using a Quinstar noise
source and Agilent N8975A Noise Figure Analyzer. The measurement setup will be
described in full detail in the following section. Although the NF data is presented
in Figure 2-5, a closer view is provided in Figure 2-9.
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It should be noted that although the LNA Noise Figure is approximately 4.9-6.0
dB, the Noise Figure of the Front End Receiver is substantially higher (7.0-10 dB)
due to noise produced by the LNA in the image band (63-71 GHz). This noise is
downconverted by the mixer, which then appears in the IF frequency band. This
noise can be mitigated by the use of an image-reject filter, if designed properly,
with minimum insertion loss and maximum stopband rejection. For the particular
application of imaging, a relatively wideband filter is also required. However, this
design task is not trivial, and is susceptible to large discrepancies between simulated
and measured impedance values due to inaccurate coupled transmission line models
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Figure 2-8: 77-GHz Conversion Gain Comparison: Introducing impedance mismatch
between the LNA and Mixer ports results in /approxlO-dB loss in gain.
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Figure 2-9: 77-GHz Front End Noise Figure Measurement.
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in the design package.
Figure 2-10 illustrates a Chebychev bandpass filter designed in Ansoft Designer
SV. This particular design can be implemented in silicon using coupled transmission
lines, adjusting transmission line widths for the impedances depicted. Transmission
line lengths can then be adjusted for desired frequency operation. This particular
configuration was chosen because coupled transmission lines are available in the SiGe
design kit, and they perform particularly well for on-chip filter design.
Noise figure improvements can readily be seen via simulation when a low-loss
bandpass filter is placed in between the LNA and mixer in the RF Front End de-
sign, as shown in Figure 2-11. As depicted, a Noise Figure improvement of 1-3 dB
can be achieved, provided that the filter exhibits low insertion loss and bandwidth
performance as simulated (Figure 2-12). Recent work presented in [30] also provides
low-insertion loss 77-GHz bandpass filters designed in SiGe. Other SiGe and CMOS
bandpass filters have been designed and published, as well: [17,31].
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Figure 2-10: Coupled-wire Chebychev 06 Designer S
Figure 2-10: Coupled-wire Chebychev Filter design with Ansoft Designer SV.
Figure 2-11: Image-Reject Filter Inserted between LNA and Mixer.
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Measurement setup
The measurement setup and equipment are significantly important when testing at
millimeter-wave frequencies approaching 100 GHz. When measuring virtually any
parameter, the output must be externally mixed down to an IF frequency that can
be read by either a spectrum analyzer, network analyzer, or noise figure analyzer
(NFA). Output power can be measured directly, however, using a W-band power sen-
sor. Output power is generally observed on a spectrum analyzer and verified on a
W-band power meter. Conversion Gain can be measured on a spectrum analyzer or
NFA. However, since the NFA allows for calibration of external components, taking
into account virtually all power losses through external components, it provides for a
more straightforward measurement that can be verified on a spectrum analyzer. This
method simultaneously provides a noise figure measurement, as well. Input-referred
1-dB compression point must be measured on a spectrum analyzer at a given fre-
quency, while checking the output power consistently until the output power reaches
a point which is 1 dB lower than it should be for linear operation. The impedance
S-parameters are all measured on a vector network analyzer. This measurement setup
is fully detailed in the Antenna Chapter.
The spectrum analyzer used in these measurements is the Agilent E4440A 3Hz-
26.5 GHz PSA Series Spectrum Analyzer. An external module and mixer enables
viewing of signals up to 110 GHz. The network analyzer used in these measurements
is the Agilent E8361A Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). The VNA is operable from 10
MHz-67 GHz, but extended frequency operation is enabled with the use of an external
source module which mixes the operable frequency up to 110 GHz. The noise figure
analyzer (NFA) is the Agilent N8975A, which operates up to 26.5 GHz, but also
needs external noise sources to cover V-band (50-75 GHz) and W-band (75-110 GHz)
operation. Figure 2-13 illustrates the setup for the noise figure measurement. First,
the NFA calibrates the losses and gains from each element without the DUT (Device
Under Test) connected, such that the noise figure and gain are zero upon calibration.
Next, the device under test is connected so NF and gain data can be recorded. In
this case, the DUT is an amplifier, but in the case of the 77- or 94-GHz receiver test,
the RF Front End replaces the external downconverter in the NF test setup. In this
case, the IF signal from the RF front end is fed to an external Anaren balun (either
1-2 GHz, 2-4 GHz, or 4-8 GHz, depending on the IF frequency of interest), and then
directly into the IF input of the NFA. The 94-GHz receiver system requires different
external amplifiers and downconverters, which operate in the range from 90-98 GHz.
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Figure 2-13: Noise Figure measurement.
2.3 94-GHz Front End
Due to sensitivity requirements in Passive Imaging Systems, atmospheric attenuation
is a substantial concern. Given that atmospheric absorption is significantly minimized
at the 94-GHz band, this provides an excellent opportunity for passive imaging appli-
cations. [1] As the 77-GHz system is designed for 8GHz of IF bandwidth, operating
in the 73-81 GHz band with a 72 GHz LO, the 94-GHz system is also designed for 8
GHz of IF bandwidth. A 90-GHz LO signal is used, and the RF signal is swept from
91-99 GHz.
The topology of this 94-GHz Front End is the same as that of the 77-GHz de-
sign, with the input and output matching networks of the LNA re-tuned for optimal
performance at 94-GHz, using the same impedance-matching methods described in
_ 
___I ____ _ _____ _
the LNA chapter. The mixer input matching is also slightly adjusted in order to
achieve a better high frequency impedance match. The majority of the analaysis,
layout and measurement issues that applied in the 77-GHz design still apply in the
94-GHz system design. The 94 GHz system provides benefits in the form of higher
image resolution, superior atmospheric absorption, and smaller feature sizes. The
94-GHz frequency is the regime at which most millimeter-wave passive imaging is
explored. [1] The 94-GHz Front End chip photo is shown in Figure 2-14.
Figure 2-14: 94-GHz Chip Photo.
2.3.1 Characterization
The 94-GHz Front End is characterized in the same manner as that of the 77-GHz
system, albeit the LO signal is external, and the majority of external test components
are designed for operation in the 90-98 GHz range. The LNA results are presented in
the LNA chapter. At 90 GHz, however, the standalone LNA achieved 22 dB Gain,
7 dB NF, -25 dB input return loss, and an output return loss of -9.5 dB (this still
corresponds to VSWR < 2). However, it is suspected that since the LNA is integrated
with the mixer, it achieved a higher center frequency because the output bondpads
were removed, thereby eliminating a significant amount of parasitic capacitance at
the output. The mixer was not characterized in this particular case, since the baluns
at the LO and RF port used for test purposes would affect the operating frequency.
Chip Results
The 94-GHz LNA/Mixer/IF Amplifier combination simulated vs. measured NF and
conversion gain plot is shown in Figure 2-15. The measurement shows generally good
agreement with the simulated results. However, the extracted simulation had to be
modified as the input bondpads had double extracted parasitic capacitance, which
initially made the noise figure significantly pessimistic. The gain curve shows a more
pronounced decline at higher frequencies than that of the simulation. This also is
consistent with the measured vs. simulated results of the standalone LNA, which
showed more peaking gain at its center frequency than its simulated result, due to
additional unmodelled parasitic inductance at the output.
Simulated vs. Measured Gain and NF vs. RF Frequency
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Figure 2-15: 94 GHz Front End Conversion Gain and Noise Figure (Simulated vs.
Measured).
The 94-GHz Front End performs very well in terms of gain and noise figure, with
45 dB of conversion gain from 91-95.5 GHz, and 35-45 dB of gain throughout
the 91-99 GHz frequency range. The noise figure results were equally impressive,
with values averaging 8 dB up through 96 GHz, making this an exceptional front
end receiver for at least 5 GHz of bandwidth, and certainly viable throughout the
frequency range of 91-99 GHz.
2.4 Antenna Flip-Chip Packaging and Test
The packaging of the antenna involves a flip-chip bonding method, whereby each side
of the antenna input is secured to an input bondpad terminal on the chip. The primary
connection to the bondpad is made with a gold wirebond which is truncated to make
a stud bump. This is then "coined", or essentially sanded down, for smoothness
(as illustrated by Figure 2-16). After the coining process, a conductive silver epoxy
is applied to the top of the gold stud bumps. Finally, the antenna is soldered to
the gold bumps and connected through the silver epoxy. Non-conductive epoxy was
also applied in this process in order to more properly secure the antennas in place.
Figure 2-17 illustrates an example of the gold stud-bump processing that is done at
Lincoln Laboratory. The antenna packaging work was all done at Lincoln Laboratory,
primarily by Karen Parrillo.
Figure 2-16: Coining process enables smooth, consistent surface. Right: Original
Solder Bump. Left: Coined Solder Bump.
Figure 2-17: Illustration of Gold Stud Bumps enabling flip-chip bonding with silver
epoxy.
This particular flip-chip method for packaging the millimeter-wave antenna onto
the chip is arguably the best method to package a millimeter-wave chip, in that vir-
tually all connective loss is minimized, with the exception of the small amount of loss
incurred in the solder bumps. In comparison to all alternative methods for packaging
an antenna on chip, including the use of highly inductive wirebonds, lossy transmis-
sion line feeds, or (in the lossiest case) on-chip antennas, this is the optimal packaging
technology known to date. Another key advantage of the particular method used in
this thesis is that the antenna radiates off of the edge of the chip, which further
increases its bandwidth and radiation efficiency over more traditional microstrip an-
tennas. More details will follow this argument in the Antenna section of this thesis.
Figure 2-18 and 2-19 shows the overall antenna fabrication concept, as the antenna
is securely connected to the LNA bondpad terminals.
Transmit/Receive Antenna Verification
The integrated antenna has been verified on the 94-GHz LNA, the 77-GHz Front End
receiver and also on an on-chip antenna test structure. In the case of the 94-GHz
LNA, the verification setup involved a transmit antenna placed 2.75 cm away from
the LNA with the flip-chip integrated antenna. The transmit power was recorded at
Figure 2-18: Close-up Chip Photo with Antenna securely connected via gold solder
bumps.
Figure 2-19: Chip Photo with Antenna securely connected via gold solder bumps.
the transmit antenna terminals, and the output power of the LNA was recorded on a
spectrum analyzer after being amplified and mixed down by an external mixer. All
power losses were taken into account as the RF transmit frequency was swept from
91-99 GHz. The external amplifier at the output of the LNA had gains of 30 dB,
31.1 dB, and 29.8 dB at 90, 94 and 98 GHz, respectively. The mixer had conversion
losses of 29.63 dB, 31.77 dB, and 29.4 dB at those frequencies, averaging -30 dB of
conversion loss from 91-99 GHz. The waveguide adapter and Gore brand cable had 6.5
dB attenuation (measured on a power sensor), the IF cables had - 2 dB attenuation
(measured on a network analyzer), and the GSG probe had - 1.7 dB attenuation
(given by its spec sheet). Another loss to be taken into account was a 3-dB loss due
to the fact that this was a single-ended measurement. All of these losses added to 12.2
dB- 13.2 dB from 91-99 GHz, with the mixer conversion loss approximately canceling
out the external amplifier gain (although these loss measurements are still taken into
account in the calculations).
The main procedure involved in verifying the integrated antenna efficacy was to
record the output power, carefully de-embed all of the power losses, including the
propagation path loss, and verify that the receive antenna gain was approximately
the expected value as determined by the antenna characterization, which is thoroughly
detailed in the Antenna chapter of this thesis.
Using the same bias values for the LNA as the values used in its S-parameter
characterization, it is assumed that the LNA achieves the same gain as the prior
measurement depicts. Specifically, the LNA achieves 22 dB of gain at its very high-
est point (90 GHz), and falls somewhat constantly from that point with increasing
frequency. The LNA was designed for a center frequency of x 94 GHz, but due to
extraneous parasitics, the center frequency was shifted down. A plot of the LNA gain
measurement is shown, for reference, in Figure 2-20.
The Friis Transmission Equation is used in order to determine the unknown pa-
rameter G,, or receive antenna gain, in the following equation:
Friis Transmission Formula: = GtGr (2.3)
Pt - (47r)
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Figure 2-20: LNA Measured Gain.
This equation's derivation can be found in several references ( [32-34]), and essen-
tially enables calculation of a single unknown parameter within a given transmission
link. In this particular case, all parameters are known but the receive antenna gain,
as every other parameter is extrapolated from known values, to within a reasonable
margin of error. The transmit power, Pt, is recorded at the input of the transmit
probe which feeds the transmit antenna (in this case, -2.05 dBm). The transmit gain
is extrapolated from known measured values of the characterized antenna, given its
frequency, azimuth and elevation angle on the probe station. The transmit antenna
was not positioned for maximum gain, as this was not allowable, given the constraints
of the probe station and the positioning angles of the probes. As such, the transmit
antenna was positioned for a gain of Gt P8 dB in the direction of the receiver, corre-
sponding to an elevation angle of 10 degrees, 60 degrees off from its main beamwidth
in the azimuth direction (corresponding closely to the plots in Appendix A indicating
an azimuth angle of 30 degrees). All of these values can be referenced in the Antenna
chapter, or in Appendix A. The propagation path loss, given by ( -- )2, is frequency
dependent, while the distance R remains constant at 2.75 cm. This path loss ranged
I
from -40.4 dB to -41.1 dB from 91-99 GHz, respectively. The parameter of received
power incident at the receive antenna terminals P, remains the last parameter which
must be extrapolated in order to determine the receive antenna gain G,. This is
calculated by the following equation:
Pr + GLNA - LOSSMixer + GExtAmp - LOSStotal = Pout (2.4)
where GLNA is taken from the measured LNA data, LossMixer is taken from the
measured conversion loss of the external mixer for a given frequency from 91-99
GHz, GExtAmp is taken from the measurements of the external amplifier for varying
frequency, and Losstotal is the total loss measurement of the mm-wave cable, adapter,
IF cables, and GSG probe. Pot is the output power, as measured by the spectrum
analyzer. For example, at 91 GHz, P,+19-29.63+30-12.2 = -20.5dBm P =
-27.67 dBm.
The Friis Transmission Formula can be modified to be represented in dB to de-
termine G,:
Pr - Pt = Gt + G, + 20og( 4  (2.5)
Thus, -27.67 - (-2.05) = Gt + Gr - 40.4 -- Gt + G, 14.78 dB.
Assuming that at 91 GHz Gt 8 dB, this yields G, 7 dB. This is a very
reasonable result, given that the antenna on-chip is actually placed upside down
to contact to the bondpads, and thus radiates through its very thin (.004", or 100
pm) dielectric. Simulation has indicated that this upside-down antenna configuration
reduces the antenna gain by 0.5-1 dB. This antenna configuration, as well as the
gold stud-bump solder connections, are very likely responsible for the e1 dB loss in
gain. It should also be mentioned that there is a reasonable margin of error in these
measurements; ie. the LNA may possibly achieve ± 1 dB of gain from the referenced
measurement, or any loss parameter could have a ± 1 dB margin of error. It is
still a reasonable assumption to conclude that the losses incurred due to the upside-
down configuration of the antenna plus the connection through the gold solder bumps
and silver epoxy yields - 0.5 - 1.0 dB of loss (with somewhere between 0.2-0.7 dB
attributed to the solder connection), yielding a integrated antenna efficiency in the
range of - 80% to 90%.
This characterization was done throughout the frequency range of 91-99 GHz,
with all of the measured losses and gains de-embedded. Although the standalone
LNA peaked at 90 GHz, the integrated LNA was directly connected to the mixer
without the bondpads at the output. The removal of the capacitive bondpads in the
integrated LNA were expected to shift the LNA peak closer to 94 GHz, thus yielding
optimal performance in the 91-99 GHz frequency range. All losses and gains are
recorded in Table 2.1. Figure 2-21 depicts the measured transmit antenna gain Gt
and the extrapolated receive antenna gain G,. This figure shows the maximum gain
discrepancy is 2 dB, while the minimum gain loss is 0.3 dB.
Table 2.1: Measured Loss & Gain Parameters in Integrated Antenna Characterization
91-99 GHz
Freq. Tx Power Mixer Conv. Ext. Amp LNA Meas. Output
- (GHz) (dBm) Loss (dB) Gain (dB) Gain (dB) Power (dBm)
91 -2.05 29.63 30 19 -20.5
92 -1.43 31.2 30 18.1 -21.8
93 3.8 28.88 30 17 -22.5
94 -2.5 31.77 31.1 15.8 -24.9
95 2.7 29.27 30 15 -24.4
96 -2.88 33.2 30 13.6 -24.7
97 0.11 26.8 30 12.5 -25.1
98 -3.22 29.4 29.8 11 -27.1
99 -4.0 30.5 -29 10 -28.7
The 77-GHz integrated antenna was tested and characterized using an on-chip
test structure, which allowed GSG probes to contact a short transmission line feed
which connected directly to the integrated antenna. This eliminated extraneous cir-
cuit elements, in order to mitigate the margins of error involved in extrapolating an
integrated antenna gain measurement. Namely, in this case, an integrated LNA gain,
external mixer conversion loss and external LNA gain did not need to be inferred in
order to extrapolate the integrated receive antenna gain. This test setup was similar
Transmit and Receive Antenna Gain vs. Frequency
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Figure 2-21: Measured Integrated Antenna Gain and Unpackaged Antenna Gain vs.
Frequency for 91-99 GHz.
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to the test setup for the 94-GHz integrated antenna, albeit without integrated circuit
elements save for short transmission lines designed to emulate the 77-GHz LNA input
match. Also, an external W-band mixer was used with conversion loss data uploaded
to the spectrum analyzer, thus eliminating the need to measure and calculate an ex-
ternal mixer conversion loss. Due to the fact that the W-band mixer's conversion loss
was calibrated into the spectrum analyzer, no external amplification of the receive
signal was necessary.
The transmit antenna was placed in a configuration that allowed contact to the
GSG probe, albeit not in a configuration for maximum gain. The integrated receive
antenna was placed at an azimuth angle of approximately 30 degrees to the transmit
antenna, at an elevation angle of 10 degrees (as in the previous case for the 94-GHz
test setup). This corresponds to a transmit antenna gain Gt -7.5-10 dB, throughout
the 73-81 GHz frequency range (See Appendix B for gain measurements). All external
losses, including the losses of the probes, cables, and adapters are taken into account
from 73-81 GHz. The propagation path loss is calculated based on a distance of R =
1.125", or 2.85cm, and ranged from -38.8 dB to -39.7 dB from 73-81 GHz. Table 2.1
details the calibrated losses, Tx power and Rx power. In addition to these recorded
losses, 1.7 dB is taken into account for each GSG probe.
Figure 2-22 illustrates the measured values of the integrated receiver antenna gain
and the transmit antenna gain vs. frequency (as characterized in the Antenna chap-
ter). The maximum gain discrepancy is 2.5 dB, while the minimum gain discrepancy
is 0 dB; however, for the majority of the measured data vs. frequency, the gain dis-
crepancy is 1 dB. Therefore, while the 2 worst-case measurements of efficiency are
63% and the best-case measurement is 100%, generally throughout the 73-81 GHz
band, the efficiency of the antenna package ranges from - 80% to 90%.
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Figure 2-22: Measured Integrated Antenna Gain and Unpackaged Antenna Gain vs.
Frequency for 73-81 GHz.
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Table 2.2: Measured Loss & Gain Parameters in Integrated Antenna Characteriza-
tion: 73-81 GHz
Adapter +
Cable Losses
-6.79
-9.81
-6.97
-7.27
-7.12
-5.65
-4.89
-5.37
-4.83
Propagation
Path Loss
-38.8
-38.9
-39.1
-39.2
-39.3
-39.4
-39.5
-39.6
-39.7
Freq.
(GHz)
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
Tx Power
(dBm)
-7.2
-5.25
-7.0
-4.59
-4.94
-5.0
-7.5
-8.3
-6.5
Rx Power
(dBm)
-42.1
-43.15
-42
-38
-39.3
-39.2
-40
-36.7
-39
Tx Ant.
Gain (dB)
7.5
7.5
7.6
8.5
9.0
8.0
8.0
10.0
9.0
Chapter 3
Wideband Millimeter-Wave
Antenna
Several requirements are set forth by the passive imaging system design for the an-
tenna. Impedance match, copper and resistive losses must be optimized so as to
minimize the amount of loss seen at the antenna terminals, as this translates directly
into noise figure. The efficiency measurement of an antenna takes these impedance
and radiation losses into account. The antenna bandwidth must be wide, as the sys-
tem requires 8-GHz of operable bandwidth. Also desirable is high antenna gain and
directivity.
In order to understand the challenges that the antenna design introduces, a com-
prehensive background outlining several characterizing antenna parameters will be
presented. Several parameters have been defined in order to characterize antennas
and determine optimal applications. One very useful reference is the IEEE Standard
Definitions of Terms for Antennas [35].
Several factors are considered in the simulation, design and testing of an antenna,
and most of these metrics are described in the following section. These parameters
must be discussed and defined before a basic understanding of antenna requirements
for a particular application can be achieved.
3.1 Fundamental Antenna Characteristics
The following section provides an introductory tutorial to define basic antenna pa-
rameters for readers without a comprehensive background.
3.1.1 Impedance Bandwidth
Impedance bandwidth indicates the bandwidth for which the antenna is sufficiently
matched to its input transmission line such that 10% or less of the incident signal is
lost due to reflections. Impedance bandwidth measurements include the characteri-
zation of the Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) and return loss throughout the
band of interest. VSWR and return loss are both dependent on the measurement
of the reflection coefficient F. F is defined as ratio of the reflected wave Vo- to the
incident wave Vo+ at a transmission line load as shown in Figure 3-1, and can be
calculated by equation 3.1
Zline
V D Zload
V-
z=0
Figure 3-1: Transmission Line Model.
- Vo__ Zline - Zload
Vo+ Zline + Zload
Zline and Zload are the transmission line impedance and the load (antenna) impedance,
respectively. The voltage and current through the transmission line as a function of
the distance from the load, z, are given as follows:
V(z) = Vo+e -j" z + Vo_eJz = Vo+e-jz + FrIz (3.2)
I(z) = 1V,+ ez_ o_ z _ (3.3)Zo Zo
where = .
The reflection coefficient F is equivalent to the S11 parameter of the scattering ma-
trix. A perfect impedance match would be indicated by F= 0. The worst impedance
match is given by F= -1 or 1, corresponding to a load impedance of a short or an
open.
Power reflected at the terminals of the antenna is the main concern related to
impedance matching. Time-average power flow is usually measured along a trans-
mission line to determine the net average power delivered to the load. The average
incident power is given by:
P ve 2Z (3.4)
ve 2Zo
The reflected power is proportional to the incident power by a multiplicative factor
of IF12, as follows:
ove 2 + (3.5)Pave = - r 2 2Zo
The net average power delivered to the load, then, is the sum of the average incident
and average reflected power:
Pave = V+(12 (1 2) (3.6)2Zo
Since power delivered to the load is proportional to (1 - IF12), an acceptable value of
F that enables only 10% reflected power can be calculated. This result is F= 0.3162.
When a load is not perfectly matched to the transmission line, reflections at
the load cause a negative traveling wave to propagate down the transmission line.
Ultimately, this creates unwanted standing waves in the transmission line. VSWR
measures the ratio of the amplitudes of the maximum standing wave to the minimum
standing wave, and can be calculated by the equation below:
VSWR = V _ (3.7)
Vmn 1 - rl
The desired values of VSWR which indicate a good impedance match is 2.0 or less.
This corresponds to less than 10% of reflected power due to impedance mismatch.
This VSWR limit is derived from the value of F calculated above.
Return loss is another measure of impedance match quality, also dependent on
the value of F, or S11. Antenna return loss is calculated by the following equation:
Return Loss = -10log IS1112 = -20 log F (3.8)
A good impedance match is indicated by a return loss greater than 10 dB. A summary
of desired antenna impedance parameters include F < 0.3162, VSWR < 2, and
Return Loss > 10dB.
3.1.2 Radiation Pattern
One of the most common descriptors of an antenna is its radiation pattern. Radiation
pattern can easily indicate an application for which an antenna will be used. For
example, cell phone use would necessitate a nearly omnidirectional antenna, as the
user's location is unknown. Therefore, radiation power should be spread out uniformly
around the user for optimal reception. However, for satellite applications, a highly
directive antenna would be desired such that the majority of radiated power is directed
to a specific, known location. According to the IEEE Standard Definitions of Terms
for Antennas [35], an antenna radiation pattern (or antenna pattern) is defined as
follows:
"a mathematical function or a graphical representation of the radiation properties
of the antenna as a function of space coordinates. In most cases, the radiation pattern
is determined in the far-field region and is represented as a function of the directional
coordinates. Radiation properties include power flux density, radiation intensity, field
strength, directivity phase or polarization."
Three dimensional radiation patterns are measured on a spherical coordinate sys-
tem indicating relative strength of radiation power in the far field sphere surrounding
the antenna. On the spherical coordinate system, the x-z plane (0 measurement where
0 =0' ) usually indicates the elevation plane, while the x-y plane (q measurement
where 0 =90') indicates the azimuth plane. Typically, the elevation plane will contain
the electric-field vector (E-plane) and the direction of maximum radiation, and the
azimuth plane will contain the magnetic-field vector (H-Plane) and the direction of
maximum radiation. A two-dimensional radiation pattern is plotted on a polar plot
with varying 0 or q for a fixed value of 0 or 0 , respectively. Figure 3-2 illustrates a
half-wave dipole and its three-dimensional radiation pattern. The gain is expressed
in dBi, which means that the gain is referred to an isotropic radiator. Figure 3-3
illustrates the two dimensional radiation patterns for varying 0 at q =0' , and vary-
ing 0 at 0 =900 , respectively. It can be seen quite clearly in Figure 3-2 that the
maximum radiation power occurs along the 0 =90 plane, or for any varying q in the
azimuth plane. The nulls in the radiation pattern occur at the ends of the dipole
along the z-axis (or at 0 =00 and 180' ). By inspection, the two dimensional po-
lar plots clearly show these characteristics, as well. Figure 3-3 shows the radiation
pattern of the antenna as the value in the azimuth plane is held constant and the
elevation plane (0 ) is varied (left), and to the right, it shows the radiation pattern of
the antenna as the value in the elevation plane is held constant (in the direction of
maximum radiation, =90' ) as q varies, and no distinction in the radiation pattern
is discernable.
While many two-dimensional radiation patterns are required for a fully complete
picture of the three-dimensional radiation pattern, the two most important measure-
ments are the E-plane and H-plane patterns. The E-plane is the plane containing
the electric field vector and direction of maximum radiation, and the H-plane is
the plane containing the magnetic field vector and direction of maximum radiation.
While Figure 3-3 shows simply two "cuts" of the antenna radiation pattern, the three-
dimensional pattern can clearly be inferred from these two-dimensional illustrations.
The patterns and model in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 illustrate the radiation
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Figure 3-2: Dipole Radiation Model, simulated in CST Microwave Studio.
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characteristics of a half-wavelength dipole, which is virtually considered an omni-
directional radiator. The only true omnidirectional radiator is that of an isotropic
source, which exists only in theory. The IEEE Standard Definitions of Terms for An-
tennas defines an isotropic radiator as "a hypothetical lossless antenna having equal
radiation in all directions." A true omnidirectional source would have no nulls in its
radiation pattern, and therefore have a directivity measurement of 0 dBi. However,
since no source in nature is truly isotropic, a directive antenna typically refers to an
antenna that is more directive than the half-wave dipole of the figures above.
An example of a directive antenna is the Computer Simulation Technology (CST)
Microwave Studio Horn antenna illustrated in Figure 3-4, along with its three-dimensional
radiation pattern. This shows clearly the direction of maximum radiation that lies
along 0 = 00 , and no back radiation (or back lobes). Since this radiation pattern
is simulated in an ideal environment with an infinite ground plane, no back lobe ra-
diation has been simulated. The only lobes observable are the maximum radiation
lobe and the smaller side lobes. However, in a realistic measurement conducted with
a finite sized ground plane, back lobe radiation would be observed in which radia-
tion would escape to the back of the ground plane. This simulation model suffices,
however, to illustrate the radiation characteristics of a directive antenna versus the
virtually omnidirectional half-wave dipole of in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3. Figure 3-5
shows the principal E-plane and H-plane measurements of the horn antenna, clearly
illustrating the characteristics indicated in the three-dimensional radiation plot. The
leftmost illustration of Figure 3-5 holds q constant while varying 0 , while the plot on
the right holds 0 constant while varying 0. A pronounced difference in the directivity
of maximum radiation is clearly apparent.
3.1.3 Half-Power Beamwidth
Half power beamwidth (HPBW) is defined as the angular distance from the center
of the main beam to the point at which the radiation power is reduced by 3 dB.
This measurement is taken at two points from the center of the main beam such that
this angular distance is centered about the main beam. This measurement is clearly
Figure 3-4: CST Microwave Studio model of horn antenna and simulated 3D radiation
pattern
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Figure 3-5: CST Microwave Studio simulated radiation pattern.
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indicated in the two dimensional plot simulations of Figure 5 and Figure 7, labeled as
"Angular width (3dB)". This measurement is useful in order to describe the radiation
pattern of an antenna and to indicate how directive it is.
3.1.4 Directivity
According to IEEE Standard Definitions of Terms for Antennas [35], the directivity
of an antenna is defined as "the ratio of the radiation intensity in a given direction
from the antenna to the radiation intensity averaged over all directions. The average
radiation intensity is equal to the total power radiated by the antenna divided by
4." Directivity is more thoroughly understood theoretically when an explanation of
radiation power density, radiation intensity and beam solid angle are given. Refer-
ences [32,33, 36, 37] should be referred to for more thorough explanation.
The average radiation power density is expressed as follows:
1 W
Save = Re[ExH*] W2 (3.9)
Since Sve is the average power density, the total power intercepted by a closed surface
can be obtained by integrating the normal component of the average power density
over the entire closed surface. Then, the total radiated power is given by the following
expression:
Prad = Pave = Re(ExH*) * ds = Sra * ds (3.10)
Radiation intensity is defined by the IEEE Standard Definitions of Terms for Antennas
as "the power radiated from an antenna per unit solid angle." The radiation intensity
is simply the average radiation density, Srad, scaled by the square product of the
distance, r. This is also a far field approximation, and is given by:
U = r 2 Srad (3.11)
where U = radiation intensity ( un angle), and Srad = radiation density (2).unitsolidangle)a d
The total radiated power, Prad, can be then be found by integrating the radiation
intensity over the solid angle of 4 steradians, given as:
Prad = Jj UdQ = j UsinOdedo (3.12)
Prad = J UodQ = Uo J dQ = 47Uo (3.13)
where dQ is the element of solid angle of a sphere, measured in steradians. A steradian
is defined as "a unit of measure equal to the solid angle subtended at the center of a
sphere by an area on the surface of the sphere that is equal to the radius squared."
Integration of dQ over a spherical area as shown in the equation above yields 47r
steradians. Another way to consider the steradian measurement is to consider a
radian measurement: The circumference of a circle is 27rr, and there are (2/r) radians
in a circle. The area of a sphere is 4irr2, and there are 4r2/r 2 steradians in a sphere.
The beam solid angle is defined as the subtended area through the sphere divided
by r2:
dA
d = 2 = sinOdOd¢ (3.14)
Given the above theoretical and mathematical explanations of radiation power
density, radiation intensity and beam solid angle, a more complete understanding of
antenna directivity can be achieved. Directivity is defined mathematically as:
U 4 iU
D = U - 47r (dimensionless) (3.15)
Uo Prad
Simply stated, antenna directivity is a measure of the ratio of the radiation intensity
in a given direction to the radiation intensity that would be output from an isotropic
source.
3.1.5 Efficiency
The antenna efficiency takes into consideration the ohmic losses of the antenna
through the dielectric material and the reflective losses at the input terminals. Re-
flection efficiency and radiation efficiency are both taken into account to define total
antenna efficiency. Reflection efficiency, or impedance mismatch efficiency, is directly
related to the S11 parameter (F). Reflection efficiency is indicated by er, and is
defined mathematically as follows:
er = (1 - F2 ) = reflection efficiency (3.16)
The radiation efficiency takes into account the conduction efficiency and dielectric
efficiency, and is usually determined experimentally with several measurements in an
anechoic chamber. Radiation efficiency is determined by the ratio of the radiated
power, Prad to the input power at the terminals of the antenna, Pn:
erad - rad - radiation efficiency (3.17)
Pin
Total efficiency is simply the product of the radiation efficiency and the reflection
efficiency. Reasonable values for total antenna efficiency are within the range of
60% - 90%, although several commercial antennas achieve only about 50 - 60% due
to inexpensive, lossy dielectric materials such as FR4.
3.1.6 Gain
The antenna gain measurement is linearly related to the directivity measurement
through the antenna radiation efficiency. According to [35], the antenna absolute
gain is "the ratio of the intensity, in a given direction, to the radiation intensity that
would be obtained if the power accepted by the antenna were radiated isotropically."
Antenna gain is defined mathematically as follows:
G = eadD = 4 u(O (dimensionless) (3.18)
Pin
Also, if the direction of the gain measurement is not indicated, the direction of max-
imum gain is assumed. The gain measurement is referred to the power at the input
terminals rather than the radiated power, so it tends to be a more thorough measure-
ment, which reflects the losses in the antenna structure.
Gain measurement is typically misunderstood in terms of determining the quality
of an antenna. A common misconception is that the higher the gain, the better the
antenna. This is only true if the application requires a highly directive antenna. Since
gain is linearly proportional to directivity, the gain measurement is a direct indica-
tion of how directive the antenna is (provided the antenna has adequate radiation
efficiency).
3.2 Considerations for Millimeter-Wave Antenna
Design
Millimeter-wave design presents interesting opportunities for antenna design and
packaging, in that the antenna sizes for millimeter-wave frequency operation are on
the same scale as the total chip size. This opens a window of opportunities for on-chip
antenna co-design and off-chip antenna co-design and compact packaging.
3.2.1 Silicon Losses
Several challenges are present in antenna design for silicon integrated circuits. First,
the silicon substrate is quite lossy, with a relative dielectric constant of e, = 11.7.
This is substantially high when compared to most highly resistive, superior quality
antenna substrates, which have dielectric constants of 1 e, < 3.5. The dielectric
constant usually varies with frequency, and has complex components which are as-
sociated with the lossiness of the material. Lossiness is related to the conductivity,
as it contributes to the signal which is lost as it travels through the lossy substrate
to ground [32, 33]. The complex permittivity can be more clearly understood by
first examining Maxwell's equation for Ampere's law (taking into account Maxwell's
conception of displacement current as a polarization current). From there, the com-
ponent of permittivity dealing with loss due to conductivity can be derived using the
Ampere-Maxwell Equation:
d
Vx H = J+ -D (3.19)dt
If we take the Fourier transform of this equation, we replace A with jw, and the
resulting relation becomes:
V x H = J + jwcE (3.20)
In a medium with conductivity a, the current density J is related to E by J = eE.
Then,
V x H = J + jwcE = -E + jwcE = (o + jwc)E = jw(E - j-) (3.21)
From this point, it is more clear to introduce complex permittivity, ~c:
CC -- j- = C(1 - > (3.22)
where ' is called the loss tangent of the material, because it relates directly to the
ohmic losses generated by the conductivity of the material. This is related to the
dissipation, or loss of energy within the material.
The other element of the complex permittivity cc deals with the energy storage
within the material, and is linearly related to capacitance, C = -. A higher dielectric
constant corresponds to higher capacity for the material to store electric charge. As
such, a high dielectric constant indicates a material's ability to store charge that
might otherwise be radiated, thus corresponding to poor radiation efficiency. A high
level of conductivity within a substrate material corresponds to dissipative losses, also
contributing to degradation of radiation efficiency.
3.2.2 On-Chip vs. Off-Chip Antennas
Several endeavors in the area of on-chip millimeter-wave antenna design have been
undertaken [12]- [23]. In fact, small dipoles and other types of antennas have been
placed on-chip and have demonstrated reasonable radiation patterns with the use of
a lens; however, this requires radiation through the backplane of the chip, where in
normal packaging conditions a ground plane would be located. Also, a substantial
amount of radiation is lost through the substrate unless it is significantly thinned, an
external lens is used, and the antenna radiates from the back end of the chip [38]. In
this particular case of on-chip antennas only, substantial gain can be achieved (+8
dBi is reported), albeit with an uneven radiation pattern.
Essentially, the intrinsic silicon losses and the proximity of the backplane render
antenna efficiency too low to reasonably justify placing an antenna on-chip, especially
if gains > 10dB are desired. The state-of-the-art on-chip silicon antennas still tends
to perform with low efficiency and low gain. The highest measured antenna gains
reported are no more than 0 dB for conventional on-silicon antennas. Another key
issue in hindering antenna performance (especially bandwidth) is its distance from
the ground plane, which cannot be effectively maximized if the antenna is placed on
silicon. An investigation into antenna quality factors and efficiencies vs. antenna
height from the ground plane will further solidify this argument.
Several loss calculations are involved in microstrip resonators such as microstrip
antennas or microstrip transmission lines. In the case of on-chip silicon antennas, the
antenna is essentially a form of a microstrip, which contains a top-level radiator, a
dielectric substrate (in this particular case, silicon), and a backplane. It is helpful
for circuit designers to predict the losses that will be incurred at the antenna termi-
nals as a function of known design parameters such as the characteristic impedance
Zo, substrate thickness h, frequency fo, and relative permittivity e. Various loss
contributions for a microstrip resonator can be represented by the antenna Q in the
following equation [39], [40] :
2r foUQ = W (3.23)
Here, U is the stored energy, fo is the resonant frequency, and W is the average power
lost for a 1/4 wavelength microstrip resonator. The total Q (Qt) is given by equation
3.24:
1 1Q - +Qt QC 1Qd (3.24)Qrad
where
(3.25)
Qc corresponds to conductor losses, where 6, = (irfpa) 1 is the skin depth of the
conductor.
Qd = tantan6 (3.26)
Qd corresponds to dielectric losses, where tan6 is the loss tangent of the substrate
material, as described in the previous section.
2a foU
Qrad =- Wr
(3.27)
Qrad corresponds to radiation losses, where Wr is the average power lost due to
radiation, and U is the stored energy.
After some calculation, the power radiated from the open end of a microstrip
radiator becomes, as defined by [41]:
W, = 2407r2(h/A) 2F(Eeff) (3.28)
where
F(ef) = Eeff + 1 (eef - 1)2 (Eef)1 / 2  1 (3.29)
Cef ff 2(Eeff) 3/ 2  (Eeff) 1/2 -(1
Qrad then becomes:
QradZo (3.30)Qrad 4807(h/A)2 F(Eeff)
Qrad and Q, are plotted in Figure 3-6. It can be inferred here that, due to the
degradation of Qrad, the antenna bandwidth increases with increasing distance from
the ground plane. This also makes intuitive sense, since the ground plane terminates
field lines in close proximity to microstrip elements (this phenomenon is known as
fringing). The closer the ground plane, the stronger the fringing field lines. Q,,
increases with frequency since it is proportional to the skin depth, which also increases
with increasing frequency.
It is important now to evaluate the antenna loss as a function of its distance from
the ground plane, so as to determine whether an on-chip antenna is sensible. Antenna
designers typically can express the antenna efficiency (power radiated/power incident)
in terms of the quality factors as follows: [39]
Q7 (3.31)
Qrad
This can be expressed as antenna loss in decibels by 10log(1). For a simple
rectangular patch antenna with dielectric constant = 1 (for simplicity), a graph of
antenna loss versus substrate thickness is shown in Figure 3-7.
3.3 Antenna Simulation and Design
Given that the antenna loss significantly decreases with distance from the ground
plane, a configuration that maximizes distance from the ground plane was desirable.
Whereas an on-chip antenna's radiation would suffer not only the losses through
the silicon substrate, but also the conductivity (trapping the antenna's radiation
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within the silicon), the on-chip antenna configuration was not pursued in this thesis.
Instead, an antenna was designed to radiate off of the chip edge so as to eliminate
on-chip antenna losses and maximize antenna radiation efficiency. Other important
requirements were large antenna bandwidth and high directivity.
3.3.1 Design
An antenna configuration enabling the above key features was designed, which was
similar to and inspired by an antenna design for 3.1-10.6 GHz Ultra-Wideband [42],
a circular dipole, and the Vivaldi Aerial [43]. The antenna was designed for optimal
performance within the 77-GHz and 94-GHz frequency regime, while also considering
physical packaging constraints such as placement on the edge of a SiGe front end
receiver chip. This lead to a Vivaldi-type antenna design that resembled a circular
dipole retaining one quadrant of each radiating element. This design enabled direct
flip-chip bonding to the input terminals of the front end 77- and 94-GHz imaging
receivers.
The Vivaldi Aerial is intuitively well described by Gibson in [43], and the expla-
nation suffices for generally all antennas which incorporate an exponential, elliptical,
or circular taper in order to achieve wide bandwidth, such as horn antennas, circular
monopoles and circular dipoles. The main mechanism of radiation in these antennas
is produced by Hankel Function (or Bessel Function of the 3rd kind) modes produced
by travelling waves down the antenna's tapered path. The energy in these travelling
waves is tightly bound to the conductors when their spacing is negligible compared
to a wavelength. The energy progressively grows weaker as the separation increases,
and the energy then becomes coupled to the radiation field. This effect is also noted
in [44].
The smallest separation between the two antenna terminals determines the theo-
retical highest frequency which can propagate, since the waves are tightly bound to
the conductors when the separation is very small compared to a wavelength. If the
separation is too large, the travelling waves will not be tightly bound to the conduc-
tors at the antenna feed, and as such, they will not be guided along the curved edge of
the antenna properly. The maximum separation between the two radiating elements
determines the minimum frequency limit of the antenna, because this is the point at
which the separation approaches A/2 and the travelling waves begin to couple to the
radiation field. The antenna must be fed directly at the smallest point of separation
so as to properly guide the waves along the curved edge of the antenna. Critical
dimensions in this antenna design include both truncation points which define the
minimum and maximum separations between the positive and negative terminals of
the antenna. The points at which the antenna is truncated are exactly at the x- and
y- radii of each ellipse. Figures 3-8, 3-9, and 3-10 should help illustrate this method.
This design was carried out in CST Microwave Studio software.
Figure 3-8: Truncation of Antenna Ellipses at y-radius.
Figure 3-9: Truncation of Antenna Ellipses at x-radius
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Figure 3-10: Addition of curvature for smoother radiation pattern.
The primary mathematical function defining the antenna design in this thesis
does not fit to an exponential curve; rather, it is elliptical (as described above), with
a semi-major radius of 1200/tm and a semi-minor radius of 1000pm. This ellipse is
defined mathematically as the following:
(x - h)2  (y-k) 2
+ = 1 (3.32)
a2  b2
where a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor axes, respectively, and the ellipse is
centered at (h, k). The ellipse then can take on the following expression to be plotted
mathematically:
y = .833 * -x 2 + 2400x (3.33)
The physical values were chosen such that the maximum separation between the two
antenna elements was well beyond A/2 at 90 GHz, and approximately A/2 at 70 GHz.
The wavelength at 70 GHz is r 4.2mm, requiring the maximum separation to be
2mm. This fixed the x-radius value. The y-radius value was made slightly longer
for improved impedance bandwidth, as it provided a slightly smoother wave guidance
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along the curves of the conductors. An ultra-thin, low-loss dielectric material was
chosen for the antenna backing, and to provide mechanical stability. This material
has a relative permittivity of 3.5, with tan6 .0037, and is commercially available
from Rogers Corporation, R04350B. The data sheet can be found from [45].
3.3.2 Simulation
The antenna was simulated in CST Microwave Studio software using a dielectric
thickness of 0.004", or 100 pm, with the design described above. All loss values for
R04350B material were incorporated in the simulation dielectric model file. The
antenna was excited directly at the area of smallest separation, so as to enable initial
close coupling to the antenna conductors.
The simulation yielded a center frequency of 95.5 GHz with approximately 9.5-
10.5 dBi of gain from 90-100 GHz, respectively, and achieving VSWR < 2 from
83 GHz and beyond, through the simulated limit of 200 GHz. Figures 3-11 - 3-13
illustrate the simulated S11 and the three-dimensional radiation patterns at 90 GHz
and 100 GHz. It is clearly important to understand how the antenna is oriented for
these particular radiation patterns. For this design, the antenna exhibits maximum
radiation at approximately 45 degrees. Figure 3-14 illustrates the precise orientation
of the antenna as it achieves the radiation patterns of Figures 3-12 and 3-13, indicating
that the maximum radiation occurs in the upper-right quadrant of the 3-dimensional
antenna space.
3.4 Antenna Fabrication
The antenna design was fabricated at MIT in the Exploratory Materials Laboratory
(EML). Several iterations were required before the process was finalized. This antenna
was to be fabricated on .004", or 100 /m, thick Rogers 4350B dielectric material. The
first iteration of processing utilized this Rogers material with 1 oz volume of copper
deposited on 0.004", or 100 /m, thick dielectric material, single-sided. The thickness
of the copper on a 9" x 11" sheet of test material was approximately 37 ym. Since the
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Figure 3-11: Antenna Simulated S11
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Figure 3-12: Simulated 3D radiation pattern at 90 GHz.
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Figure 3-13: Simulated 3D radiation pattern at 100 GHz.
Figure 3-14: Orientation of the antenna as it achieves the simulated 3-dimensional
radiation patterns illustrated in Figures 3-12 and 3-13.
main feature size was 20 pm, coupled with the fact that wet etch spreads laterally
twice as fast as it does vertically, this spawned concern that the copper deposited
on the Rogers 4350B test material was possibly too thick to etch reliably. The next
reasonable alternative would require sputtering of a much thinner layer of copper onto
the Rogers dielectric material. Each step of the antenna fabrication will be detailed
in the following sections, including the processing of the chrome mask, the copper
processing from lithography to exposure, wet etch and sputter.
3.4.1 Chrome Mask
The first step in the antenna processing was to expose the antenna pattern on a
chrome plate using the MTL Heidelburg tool. This tool takes an input .dxf drawing
file of the desired design. In this case, the .dxf drawing file was the antenna design
exported from the CST Microwave Studio simulator. Next, a plate of glass and
chrome with a layer of photoresist was exposed to light, shielded by the .dxf mask
(similar to light shielding provided by a negative in photo processing) for a specified
amount of time. The chrome plate was then shielded from light and brought to the
EML lab. The chrome mask processing on the Heidelberg tool was performed by
Dennis Ward.
The chrome mask was processed by developing the photoresist on the chrome
on glass plate under longer wavelength light, as shorter -400nm wavelengths break
down the photoresist rendering it soluble in developer. In this case, a water-based
organic TMAH product called AZ 917 was used. Once the photoresist was patterned,
the chrome was dissolved in an acid called CR-7 in the areas where the resist was
removed, until it became transparent.
After processing, only a glass plate was left with the arrayed antenna pattern in
chrome. A photo of the chrome mask is shown in Figure 3-15.
Figure 3-15: Chrome Mask Fabricated on MIT's Heidelburg Tool.
3.4.2 Copper Processing
The copper processing involves photolithography, whereby light sensitive photoresist
is spun onto copper discs, which are then exposed to broadband light through the
chrome mask containing the antenna patterns. The pattern of antennas shaped by
the photoresist is created by shielding the desired patterns and exposing the rest of
the area to light. (In the case of negative photoresist, the opposite is true.) The
photoresist undergoes a chemical reaction when exposed to light which causes it to
break down and dissolve away when developed, leaving only the desired pattern.
The processing involved for the antennas in this thesis involved first cutting the
Rogers 4350B material into 3.5" discs, cleaning thoroughly with isporopyl alcohol and
drying with an air gun, blowing from the center in order to limit standing waves. The
discs were then baked 5-10 minutes at 1500 C to dry fully.
Afterwards, the discs were taken to a coater machine to spin photoresist onto each
disc, as shown in Figures 3-16 and 3-17. AZ 4260 positive photoresist was spun at
3000 rpm for 1 minute for each disc. Each disc was then pre-baked on a hot plate
at 105' C with the center held down so as to distribute heat throughout the entire
area of the disc, as shown in Figure 3-18. Afterwards, the coater was cleaned with
acetone.
The discs were then brought to the MJB3 broadband exposer, shown in Figure
Figure 3-16: Copper Disc on Photoresist Coater.
Figure 3-17: Copper Disc Spinning on Photoresist Coater.
Figure 3-18: Copper Disc Pre-Exposure Bake.
3-19, where the chrome mask was attached by vacuum to the top plate and put in
direct contact with each disc. The photomask was exposed to uniform light which
shone through the it, blocking light in the areas of the antenna shapes and exposing
the rest of the area. The discs were exposed by soft contact three times at 20 seconds
per exposure, waiting an additional 20 seconds in between exposures for cooling and
thermal management.
Figure 3-19: MJB3 Broadband Exposer.
Following the exposure, the discs were developed with AZ 440 MIF developer
until the exposed photoresist was visibly removed. This required approximately two
minutes of agitation to fully develop. After developing, the discs were again rinsed
with water and dried from the center out, followed by a post-exposure bake of 1050 C
on the hot plate at 3 minutes each. The final result of the photolithography processing
on the copper discs is shown in Figure 3-20, which illustrates the antenna patterns in
photoresist surrounded by copper.
3.4.3 Wet Etch
Once the discs had been through photolithography, they were ready for wet etch. This
is a process in which the copper is etched off of the discs and the elements shielded
by photoresist theoretically remain intact below the photoresist.
Figure 3-20: Copper Disc After Broadband Exposure and Photoresist Development.
The discs were placed in a 5:1 Nitric acid (HNOs ):water solution. After several
samples were taken, it was determined that approximately 20 seconds was sufficient
to etch a total copper thickness of approximately 37 pm, etching at a rate of ap-
proximately 1.5 pm per second (as determined on the high-power microscope post-
etch). However, this etch was highly insufficient, as it undercut the copper under
the photoresist so much that the spacing between the two antenna elements became
substantially large and ineffective.
Next, a thinner sheet of single-sided copper on Rogers 4350B material was ordered
from Rogers. 1 oz. copper was deposited (previously 1 oz was deposited), providing
the thickness from the prior experiment: 18pim. The wet etch underwent the same
iterative process, yet the copper was still too thick to provide a sufficient etch with
thin enough spacing between the two antenna elements. For sufficient impedance
matching, the minimum spacing was required to be 20pum. Figure 3-21 shows the
improved, albeit still unacceptable etch for the thinner copper material. The upper
layer in this photo is the remaining photoresist, which illustrates where the copper
should have been. The underlying copper, clearly seen, was etched considerably far
away from the photoresist boundary.
Given that Rogers did not provide 4350B material with thinner copper material,
Figure 3-21: Antenna post-wet etch with 1/2 oz. copper deposit RO4350B material,
illustrating significant undercut from etch.
the only reasonable alternative to obtain a sufficient etch involved copper sputtering
onto blank R04350B dielectric material, which is described in the following section.
3.4.4 Sputtering
Sputtering is a process which involves bombardment of a target material by energized
ions, which results in ejected atoms depositing onto thin films. The sputtering tool
used at MIT's EML is shown in Figure 3-22. The energized argon particles primarily
responsible for the sputtering process are supplied by a very hot plasma. The incom-
ing ions create collisions heavy enough to eject atoms from the target (in this case,
copper), which then bind onto the material below the target. The copper target is il-
lustrated in Figure 3-23, and the dielectric discs in the sputtering tool to be deposited
on are shown in Figure 3-24.
Sputtering is a relatively linear process; the longer a material is left in the sput-
tering machine, the more copper is deposited onto the material. For the particular
case of this project, no more than .5 pm of copper thickness was necessary. In fact,
Figure 3-22: EML Sputter Tool
Figure 3-23: Copper Target for Sputter Tool
Figure 3-24: EML Sputter Tool with Dielectric Discs
the thinner copper ensured a more reliable wet etch. Given the measured sputter-
ing capability of this machine, - 18 minutes per disc was necessary for a sufficient
amount of Cu sputtering.
Figure 3-25 illustrates the discs after sputtering and lithography processing. Un-
fortunately they became oxidized and turned mostly black, most likely as a result of
insufficient cooling in the sputter machine. However, each disc remained conductive
with 0. 1I of resistance when measured with an Ohmmeter from end to end, rendering
them electrically viable.
Figure 3-25: Copper Discs Post Sputter
The copper processing after sputtering was the same as described above, and the
wet etch was significantly more successful. With the same concentration of HNO3,
only a2 seconds of etching was required. Figure 3-26 illustrates the results of the wet
etch after processing the discs with sputter-deposited Cu.
Figure 3-26: Antenna after processing with Cu sputter-deposited material.
3.4.5 Copper Polishing
The final step in the antenna fabrication process was the removal of the protective
photoresist. Figure 3-27 illustrates quite clearly a highly magnified antenna with
the photoresist layer still intact after the Cu wet etch. This is easily removed with
acetone, while leaving the underlying copper unharmed. In this case, it was important
to use caution in the photoresist stripper choice, because most photoresist strippers do
attack Cu. Since the processing of these antennas did not involve a high temperature
bake or a high energy plasma, the acetone proved effective at stripping the photoresist.
Otherwise, it would not have been strong enough to remove the photoresist and more
aggressive photoresist stripping solutions such as NMP or Dimethyl Sulfonate would
have been necessary. Figure 3-28 illustrates the final Cu antenna with the photoresist
stripped.
Figure 3-27: Highly magnified antenna illustrating photoresist layer still intact after
wet etch.
Figure 3-28: Final copper antenna with photoresist removed.
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3.5 Antenna Testing and Characterization
Antennas are typically characterized in an anechoic chamber with a standard gain
horn antenna as a reference. This has typically been done because antennas have to
be characterized while operating in the far-field regime, or 10A apart. Traditionally,
antennas have operated at much lower frequencies and a large chamber was required to
achieve their far-field distance. However, for millimeter-wavelength frequencies, far-
field operation occurs only centimeters away. Therefore, millimeter-wave antennas
can be characterized more conveniently at a probe station with GSG probes, using
identical antennas facing each other at the transmit and receive end.
The Return Loss measurement of each antenna is straightforward, and can be
measured by the S11 parameter, or reflection coefficient, of the antenna. This, and all
other S-parameter measurements, are taken on the Agilent E8361A Vector Network
Analyzer (VNA). The VNA is operable from 10MHz-67 GHz, but extended frequency
operation is enabled with the use of an external source module which mixes the
operable frequency up to 110-GHz. This waveguide transmit/receive source module
then connects to GSG probes through 1.0mm test ports.
The gain of each antenna can be extrapolated using the Friis Transmission For-
mula, provided that the power transmitted Pt and power received P, are known,
because Gt = G,:
Friis Transmission Formula : GtG, ( ) 2  (3.34)
Pt x (4FR)
The ratio r can be measured by the coupling S21 between them. Since the gain of
both antennas are identical, the gain equation becomes:
G P2 (=rR) (3.35)
where R is the distance between the two antennas (R -> 10A), and A is the free-
space wavelength. Both GSG probes are properly calibrated to account for any loss
incurred up to the probe tips. The S21 coupling is measured on the Agilent Vector
Network Analyzer. Careful and consistent measurement of the distance enables an
accurate measurement of the antenna gain parameter.
Calibration is achieved using Cascade Microtech WinCal software, where the cal-
ibration selected is an LRRM Port 1 match. A standard Cascade Microtech W-Band
Impedance Standard Substrate is used as a standard for 50-ohm load, short, and thru
measurements. It is imperative to acquire an accurate calibration in order to achieve
trustworthy results. Ideally, a VNA calibration should not be in error by more than
±0.5 dB. This error can be computed by the WinCal software, and is an accurate
method for determining whether or not a calibration is valid. Figure 3-29 shows the
calibration results for the measured antenna results presented in this section.
Magnitude - S11 OPEN
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110[GHz]
Frequency range: 10.000 - 110.000 GHz, 1601
Agilent PNA, Manual Prober
09-19-2008 12:40:43 LRRM port 1 match
Figure 3-29: WinCal calculation of VNA calibration error.
Figure 3-30 shows a conceptual picture of the test setup, illustrating the GSG
probes, millimeter-wave cable connectors, and distance R.
Here, the azimuth plane can be measured relatively easily by letting one an-
tenna/probe remain stationary, and rotating the second one. Several limitations
exist within the probe station setup, including chuck height and microscope range,
but a reasonable and sufficient measurement can be made within these parameters.
In this particular case, the stationary antenna was set up in one of two fixed positions
_ 
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Figure 3-30: Conceptual antenna gain test setup.
along a 180' line, while the second antenna was measured at several positions along a
parallel line, ultimately making a square, as shown in Figure 3-31. The "stationary"
antenna took positions 1 and 2, while the second antenna was moved from positions
a-f, which were approximately equidistant. All changes in R were taken into account
in the final calculation of antenna gain. The measurement from Antenna 1:Position
1 to Antenna 2:Position f, for example, would correspond to angle = 90'. An-
tenna 1:Position 2 to Antenna 2:Position a would correspond to angle = 0O. For all
measurements, the antennas maintained the same tilt angle.
The elevation measurement was more difficult to obtain, given the sensitivity of
the measurement setup and the necessity to move the receiving antenna position
vertically. This was done using small styrofoam blocks stacked in vertical steps, such
that by the last step, the receive antenna would be approximately above the transmit
antenna (corresponding to 0 = 00. The measurement setup for the elevation radiation
pattern is shown in Figure 3-32.
Figure 3-31: Antenna Orientation for Azimuth plane measurement
e=0
Figure 3-32: Antenna Orientation for Elevation plane measurement
3.6 Antenna Results
The measured antenna results were quite close to numerical simulation, albeit ap-
proximately 7.5% lower in center frequency. Namely, the simulation yielded a center
frequency of 95 GHz, while the measurement yielded a center frequency of 88 GHz.
There are several factors that could explain the discrepancy in center frequency, in-
cluding higher dielectric values in the antenna substrate at MMW frequencies, and
anomalies in the fabrication process. However, the antenna retained its simulated
wideband characteristic. Namely, the antenna achieved VSWR < 2 from 73 GHz-
100 GHz when the antenna had sufficient spacing from the ground plane (> 0.5mm).
Also, the antenna more clearly exhibited an endfire radiation pattern in the upper
quadrant (0 = 0 - 90') with increased spacing from the ground plane. As the antenna
was placed more closely to the ground plane (< 0.1mm), the impedance bandwidth
decreased.
Figure 4-12 illustrates the measured vs. simulated S11. Figures 3-34 - 3-37 illus-
trate the 2-dimensional radiation pattern polar plots of the antenna for the elevation
and azimuth planes at 90 GHz and 100 GHz, with measured vs. simulated results.
For the elevation measurements in Figures 3-34 and 3-36, the measurement was only
taken in the upper quadrant (0 = 0 - 900). The radiation pattern was maximum in
this particular quadrant, and the measurement setup did not allow for measurement
much further beyond the 0 = 0 - 900 limit due to the limited range of the GSG probes
and also the probe locations, which would have impacted the radiation pattern. It
can be seen quite clearly that the simulated radiation pattern matches the measured
values quite well in the quadrant of interest, with discrepancies at 0' and 90'. The
main reason for the discrepancy at 0 = 90' is the simulation setup, which incorporates
a perfect electric boundary at 0 = 900, thus theoretically shorting all radiation fields
to ground at the boundary. In the measurement setup, there is no theoretical perfect
electric boundary. Also, each antenna was placed on a thin layer of styrofoam on top
of the metal chuck, which enabled radiation between the transmit/receive antennas
at the 0 = 900 boundary. At the 0 = 00 boundary, the observed trend was that
the coupling between the two antennas certainly decreased as they became closer to
a vertically parallel orientation. This trend matches that which is indicated in the
simulated results. Figures 3-35 and 3-37 indicate good agreement between simulated
and measured results, albeit with higher measured gain. (It should be noted that
Figure 3-35 illustrates the normalized measured gain on the simulated plot, so as to
highlight more clearly the fact that the radiation patterns are in agreement). This
discrepancy is sensible, however, given that the simulation indicated a higher center
frequency than that which was measured. In this case, slightly higher measured gain
would be expected.
Figures 3-38- 3-45 illustrate the antenna gain vs. azimuth and elevation angles for
selected frequencies from 73 GHz through 105 GHz. Figures 3-46 and 3-47 illustrate
the antenna gain vs. frequency for the Azimuth and Elevation planes, respectively.
Full characterization results for gain vs. frequency and gain vs. angle for both the
Azimuth plane and the Elevation plane are included in Appendices A-C.
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Figure 3-33: Antenna Simulated S11 vs. Measured S11
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Figure 3-34: Antenna Simulated Gain vs. Normalized Measured Gain. Frequency
91 GHz, varying angle 8 (Elevation plane).
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Figure 3-35: Antenna Simulated Gain vs. Normalized Measured Gain. Frequency
91 GHz, varying angle 4 (Azimuth plane).
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Figure 3-36: Antenna Simulated Gain vs. Measured Gain. Frequency = 100 GHz,
varying angle E (Elevation plane).
Figure 3-37: Antenna Simulated Gain vs.
varying angle 4 (Azimuth plane).
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Figure 3-39: Measured Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 80 GHz and 81 GHz, Azimuth
Plane.
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Figure 3-40: Measured Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 93 GHz and 94 GHz, Azimuth
Plane.
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Figure 3-42: Measured Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 73 GHz and 75 GHz, Elevation
Plane.
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Figure 3-43: Measured Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 80 GHz and 81 GHz, Elevation
Plane.
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Figure 3-44: Measured Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 93 GHz and 94 GHz, Elevation
Plane.
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Measured Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 100 GHz and 105 GHz, Elevation
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Figure 3-46: Measured Antenna Gain vs. Frequency: Azimuth Plane.
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Figure 3-47: Measured Antenna Gain vs. Frequency: Elevation Plane.
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Chapter 4
Differential Low Noise Amplifier.
The Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) typically precedes all elements in a receiver system,
as it is necessary to provide substantial gain while contributing a minimum amount
of noise to the system. The gain of the LNA should be high enough to overcome any
noise in the subsequent stages of the system, such that the noise figure of the LNA
dominates the overall receiver noise figure. The LNA also is required to provide a
50 Q input and output impedance match to the antenna and mixer RF terminals,
respectively. In some cases, when dealing with high levels of input power, linearity is
an essential issue. However, for the particular case of passive imaging, the input power
levels are so low that 1-dB compression point (IP1dB) requirements are not stringent.
Therefore, the LNA design presented for millimeter-wave passive imaging focuses
on minimizing noise figure and maximizing gain. As such, resistive degeneration
is not employed (which typically degrades gain and noise figure, while improving
linearity and impedance matching). A 50 Q impedance match can be attained without
degeneration, using series transmission lines and an ac coupling capacitor. Ideally,
for the passive-imaging application, the LNA should achieve >20 dB gain throughout
the 8 GHz of bandwidth, 5 dB noise figure, to allow for +1-3 dB of additional
NF incurred in the antenna and flip-chip bonding losses, for an overall receiver noise
figure of e8 dB. Stability is also a critical issue in LNA design. A fully differential
LNA configuration and high reverse input-output isolation provides optimal stability
conditions by mitigating common-mode noise and suppressing input-output feedback,
respectively.
Given that the Low Noise Amplifier is designed specifically to contribute the
lowest noise in the system, while also providing substantial gain at the front end, it
is necessary to qualify the importance of achieving low noise in this element, and also
to design such that the LNA noise figure dominates the overall system noise figure.
As such, some theoretical background will be provided to highlight the significant
theoretical parameters of LNA design.
4.0.1 Noise Factor Derivation
Noise is usually quantified in terms of the noise factor, which is a measure of the
degradation in signal-to-noise ratio introduced by a system. Noise Factor is denoted
F, and defined as follows:
Total output noise powerF = (4.1)Output noise due to input source
This can also be expressed as:
SNRi,
F = (4.2)
SNRout
The noise figure is simply 10 log F.Understanding the derivation of the "'Friis Equa-
tion"' can lead to a more comprehensive understanding of each component's contri-
bution to the overall system noise figure [33]- [34]. Typical receivers are made up of
cascaded stages, with each stage contributing a certain amount of noise to the overall
output noise. We can infer the noise figure of a cascaded system theoretically by
modelling each component of a receiver with its equivalent noiseless 2-port network,
as shown in Figure 4-1.
Referring to Figure 4-1, derivation of the overall cascaded noise figure leads to the
following equation [29], [46]:
F2 - 1 F3 - 1
Ftotal = Fi+ F 2 - (4.3)G1 GIG2
Vs Vi,i
Figure 4-1: Noise Figure calculation for cascaded stages.
This clearly demonstrates that the front-end LNA design is crucial in order to achieve
an overall low receiver noise figure.
4.1 Design
This section will detail several key issues in the LNA design, including the choice
of LNA topology, designing for minimum noise figure and optimal input impedance
match, and the output matching scheme.
4.1.1 LNA Topology
The LNA is a two-stage, independently biased cascode design. The cascode topol-
ogy allows for higher gain and isolation. High gain in a passive imaging system is
imperative, given that the input power to the receiver is very low. Figure 4-2 and Fig-
ure 4-3 show the simplified schematic and small signal model of the cascode topology,
respectively, for which
gm= c , and r, - Vbe (4.4)
Vbe ib
Also,
I _ VA (4.5)
gm c and r, = -, and ro (4.5)
VT gm C
where fo and VA depend on the transistor design.
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Figure 4-2: Simple BJT Cascode Schematic.
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Figure 4-3: Simplified Small Signal Equivalent Circuit Model for BJT Cascode.
Mathematical analysis of this small-signal model yields the following parameters:
Voltage gain: A, = Vout - gmrl(Tr2 ro1)(grn2ro2 + 1) (4.6)
Vin
yin
Output Resistance : Rout olt 02 + (rf2 Ko 1)(gm2To2 + 1) (4.8)
tout
The output resistance is substantially larger than that of a single BJT stage (by a
factor of f3o), which is why the voltage gain is also significantly higher. However,
once the cascode amplifier encounters a lower load resistance, RL, the gain decreases
significantly and becomes approximately the same as that of a single-stage amplifier,
since the large output resistance is in parallel with the significantly smaller (typically
50 ohm) load resistance. However, the main difference between these two topologies
is that the cascode transistor provides a very small input resistance (-1 , on the order
of a 50Q), which decreases the output resistance of the common emitter transistor,
substantially limiting its gain. The overall gain is recovered by the common base
cascode, but the Miller feedback capacitance from the collector to base of the common
emitter stage is dramatically reduced. A reduced Miller capacitance improves S12 and
thus yields better stability. Therefore, the cascode amplifier topology has a much
wider bandwidth, and therefore, a much larger gain at higher frequencies.
The two stages are cascaded together to provide the required amount of gain at
the front end. Each stage can be biased independently, which allows for gain control
on the second stage while impacting the noise figure (NF) minimally. The LNA
schematic is shown in Figure 4-4.
L6 Out+
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Figure 4-4: 2-Stage Cascode LNA Schematic.
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4.1.2 Design for Simultaneous Minimum NF and Impedance
Match
In designing the differential LNA, the simultaneous minimum NF and input impedance
match are achieved by matching the optimal source impedance to 50 ohms. This is
detailed in [47]. By going through these derivations, it becomes clearer that the min-
imum noise figure can be achieved if the actual source susceptance and conductance
are optimal. These parameters can be designed to approximately equal 50 Q. These
derivations are also connected to a more complex expression which relates the min-
imum noise figure to BJT parameters Ic, VT, fT, 0o, RE, and RB. This derivation
is helpful in that it intuitively clarifies how the minimum noise figure is affected by
these physical BJT parameters. To describe this process theoretically, we must revert
back to the noise figure calculation in this chapter's introduction. We can derive the
input-referred noise figure by referring to the equivalent 2-port model of Figure ??,
this time expressed by its Norton equivalent, shown in Figure 4-5. The configuration
is shown such that we can calculate the noise figure in terms of input short circuit
current, where:
F Output Noise Power (tot) _ it(tot) _ 2sc(tot)
ot(tot) 2 (tt) (4.9)
Output noise due to input source i2out(mn) Zn,sc(in)
en
++
is Ys j
Figure 4-5: 2-Port Network for Short Circuit Current Analysis.
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Here, we represent the noise figure in terms of the input short circuit current
because we scale both output currents by the current gain 3 in order to get the input-
referred noise figure expression. Next, assuming that the source noise power and the
two-port network are uncorrelated, the expression for the noise factor becomes, by
inspection of Figure 4-5:
i + i, + Yen 12
iF (4.10)
It is necessary to consider the possibility of correlation between en and in, such
that in = ic + i, where ic represents the correlated noise power, and i" represents
the uncorrelated noise power. We can express the correlated values in terms of a
"correlation" admittance, such that ic = Ycen, where
ic
Y = - = Gc + jB (4.11)
en
Algebraic manipulation of (4.10) in terms of the correlation admittance Y, yields the
resulting noise factor:
i2 + Y s12e 2i2+ c + 22F = 1 + u Y n (4.12)
Note that expression (4.12) is written in terms of voltage and noise currents; we
can now replace these terms with impedances and admittances so as to determine
minimum noise factor by finding the optimal source admittance:
2 .2 i2
R- = "en G = "Z G = - (4.13)
4kTA f ' 4kTA f ' 4kTA f
Gu + |Y + Ys, 2RF= + (4.14)
G,
In order to find the optimal source admittance for the minimum noise factor, we
first must express the admittances Y and Y as the sum of B (susceptance) and G
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(conductance):
+ G, + [(Ge + Gs)2 + (Bc + Bs) 2]Rn (4.15)
Gs
Next, we must differentiate the noise factor with respect to the source susceptance and
conductance. Setting the derivative to zero will determine the total source admittance
that will yield the minimum noise factor:
dF 2B 2B
dF= [ 2B]R = 0 - -B = Bs = Bopt (4.16)dBs Gs Gs
dF G+GR
-= -2(G,+G R )+R, = -R= GGn R G = +G = Gopt
dG G2 Rn C
(4.17)
Now, having solved for the optimal source admittance for the minimum noise factor,
we can express Fmn in terms of the optimal source susceptance and conductance:
Fmn = 1 + 2R, + 2Rn (Gopt + G) (4.18)
Finally, we can express the true noise factor F in terms of Fmin:
F = F + ((Gs - Gpt)2 (B B opt) 2) (4.19)
Given (4.19), we can conclude that the minimum noise figure can, in fact, be achieved,
provided that the actual source conductance and susceptance are optimal. When we
take these parameters into account, however, we also must consider the RF input
impedance match. In order to preserve the minimum noise figure, we begin the design
by finding the appropriate bias current through the common emitter transistor of the
first stage of the LNA. The bias current which yields the lowest minimum noise figure
is selected. Next, the first-stage common emitter transistor is sized to bring the
optimum source impedance close to 50 ohms. This can be done in simulation, by
analyzing constant noise factor circles on a Smith Chart, and finding the common
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emitter size which places the minimum noise figure nearest the center of the Smith
Chart. The final matching of input impedance and optimum source impedance to 50
ohms is set by the transmission line (Li) attached to the bases of Q1 and Q2. The
coupling capacitor at the input is also used as part of the matching network.
In this design, since optimization of gain and noise figure were key priorities,
no explicit emitter degeneration was used. Degeneration is typically used to achieve
better linearity in a circuit; however, given that the power received in a passive imager
is so low, it is not a substantial concern. Emitter degeneration typically degrades the
overall gm of the transistor. Since gain is proportional to gm, and noise figure is
inversely proportional to gm, emitter degeneration thereby degrades both the gain
and noise figure (see Figure 4-6).
Rb  Rc
a Vin
Re
Figure 4-6: Common Emitter Transistor with Emitter Degeneration.
Gm +m (4.20)
1 + gmRE
We can also observe directly that the minimum noise figure is increased proportionally
by a factor of RE in Voinigescu's derivation for minimum noise factor [47]:
n f 2Ic (f 2 2f
Fmn 1 + + (RE + B) O+ + (4.21)
Co fT VT f 2  of2
Connecting to 4.21 from 4.18 is nontrivial in that it requires derivation of the noise
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resistance Rn, optimum source admittance Yopt, and FMIN in terms of the noise
correlation matrix whose parameters are defined as CAll, CA21 and CA22. The noise
correlation matrix is defined for a two-port network as follows [48]:
CA = 2kT NF-1
2 - R opt ) where fromEquation4.11,NF, 2 - 1 _ RYoptRn Yopt 2
Ye = Yopt, and:
R, = CAll
SCA22 A12) 2
+ o1t = CA11
FMIN = 1 + 2(Re(CA12)) + CA11Gopt
Im(CA12)
+CA3 CAll
(4.23)
(4.24)
The Y-parameter matrix is defined for the two-port network as follows:
2  
= Y21 Y22 V2
where Y 1= Y12 Y21= and Y22 = . These y-parameters are derived
from the general 2-port noise-free transistor model, as shown in Figure 4-7, where
the base-emitter connection represents port 1, and the collector-emitter connection
represents port 2 [47].
The parameters of the noise correlation matrix are defined as follows [47]:
2 _ 2 2V
C n + (rE) ( )CA" - n _ c TE TB) 21 E + B)
C~l4kTA f 4kTA Y21 2 2Ic
(4.25)
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(4.22)
Yopt = Gopt
Figure 4-7: Noise-Free Y Parameters block. The connection between Base-Emitter
represents Port 1, and the connection between Collector-Emitter represents Port 2.
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where n is approximately equal to one, the collector current "ideality factor."
A21 vi4kTA f
CA22 4kTAf4kTa f
Yll * 2
4kTAf Y21 2
Substituting Equations 4.22-4.24 into 4.25-4.27 yields 4.28-4.30 [47]:.
2 VT
Rn = n + (rE + rB)2Ic
IBIY21 +
2VTIY 2 1 2(rE
C Y112
+ rB) +
IcIm(Y11)
2VT Y2112 E + TB) + IC
) 2 IcIm(Y11)
-2VTY21 2(rE f TB) + IC
(4.29)
FMIN = 1+
IC
VTY21 ( Re(Yll) +
2VTI Y 21 2(TE + TB)) B Y21 2 )I(Y112 +4.30)
(4.30)
This derivation then leads to a final expression for Yopt and Ropt after solving for the
y-parameters, for which
fTrL*
IC
2VT(TE + TB)(1 + f2of2
n2 f
4fof 2
2 1 (TE +T B)(1 + f 2) +fRot fR- *
fT Rn 2VT (rE i rB) O3f2) '_
n2f,
[fof 2
(4.31)
(4.32)f2
T
,f2
With these expressions, we can return to the original expression for FMIN, as in
Equation 4.18, shown below for convenience:
Fmn = 1 + 2Rn (Gopt + Gc) (4.33)
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4kTAf IY2 1 2
i2b
4kTAf
(4.26)
(4.27)
(4.28)
1 )2 )
--Y t =
4
where G 0. Using the results in Equation 4.31, given that Yopt = Gopt + jBpt,
we can simplify for F,,m to yield the results originally presented in 4.21:
fn f 2Ic /2 +2 2Fmin +(RE+ RB) +f + 3 f2 (4.34)
o fr VT Po2
where n is the collector current "ideality factor" (. 1), and 0o is the dc current gain,
which renders the term effectively zero. This comes from the G, term, which tends
to approximate to zero. [29].
4.1.3 Output Match
The output match of the LNA is achieved through classical transmission line theory
using shunt-stub and series transmission lines Figure 4-8 - Figure 4-11. The output
matching scheme can be calculated theoretically by modeling the collector-base ca-
pacitance and the base resistance to ground when looking into the collector of the
cascode transistors of Figures 4-8 and 4-9. Once the appropriate equivalent circuit
values are determined, this complex impedance is normalized and placed on the ad-
mittance chart Figure 4-11. First, a series transmission line is adjusted moving away
from the load in order to transform the real part of the load impedance to 50 ohms
(normalized, curve 1 (C1) in Figure 4-11). Next, a shunt-stub line is adjusted (curve 2
(C2) in Figure 4-11), connected up to Vdd. This transmission line is purely reactive,
and therefore is used to negate the reactive component of the load impedance, and
thus match to the 50 ohm port.
4.2 Measured Results
Figure 4-12 illustrates the simulated vs. measured results for the 77-GHz LNA. The
input match and gain achieve generally good agreement between simulation and mea-
surement around 77-GHz. However, the NF shows a significant amount of discrepancy
below 74 GHz because the test setup included a downconversion mixer with a cutoff
frequency of 75-GHz. As such, an RF input below 74-75 GHz cannot be measured ac-
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50 ohm
Figure 4-8: 2nd Stage of LNA for Output Load Approximation.
Figure 4-9: Approximation of Equivalent Circuit Looking into
Transistor.
Collector of the Cascode
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Equivalent Ckt looking into collector
~CI -~- ~- I
Figure 4-10: Transmission Line Matching Network (Shunt Stub and Series Transmis-
sion Lines).
Figure 4-11: Smith Chart Sweep of Transmission Line Lengths for Optimal Load
Impedance Matching.
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curately. The output match plot (S22) indicates a discrepancy between the measured
and simulated result in that there is an additional resonant point at approximately
50-GHz. This is due to an unmodeled series parasitic inductance in the output stage.
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Figure 4-12: LNA Simulated vs. Measured Results.
This parasitic effect has been reproduced in simulations, as illustrated in Figure 4-
13. The arrows in the LNA die photo indicate a path of ac coupling capacitors which
added parasitic inductance that the extraction tool did not model. This inductive
path is illustrated in the schematic sketch at the bottom of Figure 4-13. In simulation,
transmission lines were added to this path in order to reproduce the inductance intro-
duced by this parasitic path, and thereby reproduce the 50-GHz resonance. These
transmission lines were simulated with the extracted layout to achieve the plotted
result shown in Figure 4-14. The plot shown in Figure 4-14 matches more closely
with the characteristic shown in the measured results, in that it achieves a secondary
resonance point close to 50 GHz. There is some discrepancy in the absolute value
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of the impedance match (S2 2) and the frequency characteristic. However, the main
concept that the parasitic inductance simulation proved was that the characteristic
discrepancy observed between simulation and measurement could be replicated with
the addition of parasitic inductance in the output signal path.
Figure 4-13: Illustration of Inductive Parasitic Path Occuring at the Output Stage of
the LNA
The LNA achieved 30 dB of reverse isolation throughout the frequency range. High
reverse isolation is imperative in that it prevents feedback from creating instabilities.
However, it was found in measurement that oscillations would occur for high values
of bias voltage for the second stage common emitter transistor. The second stage bias
voltage was designed for 1.2 V; however, since oscillations occurred at that voltage,
the bias voltage was reduced to a stable point of approximately 0.9-1.0 V.
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Figure 4-14: Simulated vs. Measured Results with Parasitic Inductance
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4.3 94 GHz LNA
There are several advantages to designing a passive imaging system for the 94-GHz
imaging band, including higher spatial resolution, lower atmospheric attenuation, and
higher antenna gain for a given antenna size. Therefore, as described in the System
section of this thesis, a front end receiver operating in the 91-99 GHz region was
designed. The LNA design used the same topology as the 77-GHz design already
described in this chapter, with the input and output matching networks re-tuned for
operation in the 91-99 GHz frequency regime. Collector current and overall power
dissipation remained largely similar to that of the 77-GHz design. Figure 4-15 illus-
trates the simulated vs. measured results for the 91-99 GHz range, including input
and output match, gain and noise figure, as also in the 77-GHz version, Figure 4-12.
Input Match
0
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Noise Figure
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Figure 4-15: LNA 91-99 GHz Simulated vs. Measured Results.
The 94-GHz LNA exhibits excellent gain, noise figure, and S11 performance with
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some discrepancy in the S22 match. This can be attributed to a similar phenomenon
as described in the 77-GHz LNA; albeit this result is less pronounced, since the
output match exhibits simply a frequency mismatch, rather than an excessive sec-
ondary resonance. However, the overall S22 performance is still adequate for up
to 90-GHz. This impedance match improves for the integrated version of the front
end, because the output bondpads are removed, achieving an overall higher frequency
output impedance match. The same phenomenon occurs for the 77-GHz LNA. The
LNA exhibits excellent gain and noise figure, especially at 90-GHz, but also performs
considerably well (> 10 dB gain) for 60 GHz of bandwidth.
4.4 LNA Summary and Conclusions
LNAs designed for 73-81 GHz and 91-99 GHz were presented, achieving maximum
gains of 26 dB and 22 dB, respectively. The measured center frequencies were shifted
down from the simulated center frequencies due to unmodelled parasitic inductance.
However, these measured results indicate standalone measurements with output bond-
pads. Integration of each LNA with the mixer terminals eliminates the bondpads,
thereby shifting the frequencies upward. Table 4.1 summarizes the 91-99 GHz LNA
performance at 94-GHz and the 73-81 GHz LNA at 77 GHz, as well as 90 GHz and
75 GHz, where each respective LNA performed best. Performance is highlighted in
terms of maximum gain, NF, SII, S22, and DC Power Consumption.
Table 4.1: LNA Performance Parameters Table
Freq. Max Gain Noise Figure S11, S22 PDC Bandwidth
(GHz) (dB) (dB) (dB) mW)
90 22 7.0 -25, -9.5 56 40-100 GHz
94 16 8.0 -23, -5 56 40-100 GHz
77 20 6.0 -11.5, -7.5 55 45-95 GHz
75 26 5.5 -13, -10 55 45-95 GHz
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Chapter 5
Double-Balanced Mixer
The mixer is foundational to the superheterodyne architecture of a receiver system,
which provides the frequency translation from an RF input to an IF output for digital
processing. Specifically in millimeter-wave applications, the RF signal occurs at such
a high frequency, it must be downconverted for baseband processing. The mixer is
typically a nonlinear, active system made up of transistors, but it can also be passive
(that is, it may be made up of active components, but it provides only conversion
loss). A mixer features three ports: The RF (Radio Frequency) port, the LO (Local
Oscillator) port, and the IF (intermediate frequency) port. The LO signal is the
strongest signal, which turns the active switches on and off; the RF signal is modulated
by the LO signal, and the IF output signal is obtained by low-pass filtering at the
mixer output.
5.1 Fundamental Mixer Characteristics
All mixers provide time-domain multiplication of two signals, which results in the
convolution of signals in the frequency domain. The trigonometric identity shown
below can more clearly elucidate this concept:
AB
(A cos wit) (B cos w2 t) = [cos (W1 - W2 )t + cos (W1 + W2 )t] (5.1)2
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The primary function of any mixer is to provide frequency translation from a high
RF signal to a manageable intermediate frequency. However, there are several other
key parameters to consider in mixer design, as these parameters tend to impact the
performance of the overall receiver system. Among the most important performance
parameters are Conversion Gain, Noise Figure, Linearity and LO-RF Isolation.
Mixer conversion gain is usually defined as the "voltage conversion gain", ie. the
ratio of the rms voltage at the output of the IF port to the value of the rms voltage at
the RF input port. Another way to define mixer conversion gain is "power conversion
gain", which is the ratio of the power available at the IF load to the power available
from the RF source. Since it is more straightforward to measure power conversion
gain, we will refer to the mixer conversion gain as the power conversion gain in this
thesis.
The Noise Figure of a mixer can be referred to as either the double-sideband
(DSB) NF or the single-sideband (SSB) NF. In either case, it is defined as the ratio
of the SNR at the RF port to the SNR at the IF port. However, the nuance in the
noise figure definition considers the fact that image noise is frequency-translated into
the desired IF signal band. More specifically, the desired RF signal is downconverted
with the noise in the RF signal band as well as the noise in the image band. There-
fore, considering a noiseless downconversion mixer, if one assumes that the frequency
translation is the same in the signal band as in the image band, then the output SNR
will be half of the input SNR. By this definition, even a noiseless mixer has a NF of
3 dB. This is defined as the SSB NF. The DSB NF is typically 3-dB lower than the
SSB NF. In this thesis, all references to NF will be in terms of the SSB NF.
A mixer's linearity is often a more important parameter than the LNA linearity,
since the mixer follows the LNA gain stage, making the incoming RF signal signifi-
cantly larger than it appears at the antenna terminals. Linearity is a measure of the
dynamic range of the mixer, usually measured by the 1-dB compression point. This
measurement indicates the point at which the output signal stops being proportional
to the input signal. In this case, as the RF signal increases, the output signal remains
unchanged. The 1-dB compression point indicates the RF input for which the ideal
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output and the real output differ by 1-dB.
LO-RF port isolation requirements vary to a large extent, depending upon the
environment and frequency regime in which the mixer is used. If there are sev-
eral interferers in the specified RF frequency range, then a high amount of RF-LO
feedthrough would allow interferers to interact with the mixer core LO port, and
this could potentially interfere with the modulation of the desired RF signal. A few
reasons for requiring high LO-RF isolation is that LO leakage could result in radia-
tion of the LO signal through the RF antenna, or high amounts of LO signal on the
subsequent IF stage could desensitize the succeeding receiver stages.
5.2 Mixer Topologies
Among the several mixer topologies that are commonly used, this thesis focuses on
active mixers that incorporate conversion gain. The two mixer topologies investigated
in this thesis for millimeter-wave applications are single-balanced and double-balanced
topologies.
The single-balanced topology employs a current-steering method such that a dif-
ferential LO signal is fed to each input of a differential pair, and the RF is fed through
a transconducting tail transistor, as shown in Figure 5-1. The LO signal must be large
enough such that the total output current is commutated from Q1 to Q2, and vice
versa. This particular multiplier converts the RF voltage into a current, which occurs
at the collector of the transconducting tail transistor. This current is then multiplied
by the LO square wave, such that the output current can be defined by equation
(5.2):
iout(t) = sgn [cos WLOt] (IBIAS + IRF COS WRFt) (5.2)
The main caveat in single-balanced topology is that of poor RF-LO isolation, which
tends to overload IF amplifiers. Also, poor LO isolation can cause the LO signal
to reflect at the output port and radiate out of the transmit/receive antenna. If
substantial LO suppression is desired, a double-balanced topology may be used, which
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Figure 5-1: Single-Balanced Mixer Topology.
exploits symmetry to cancel the LO signal. A double-balanced mixer topology is
shown in Figure 5-2. This is essentially two single-balanced mixers combined, such
that the RF transconductors are differential, as well as the LO inputs. The anti-
parallel configuration of the LO signals yield a sum of the LO terms to zero, but
the RF term will double: As VLO is positive, Qi and Q4 turn on: IFot+ = IRF+,
IF,,t- = IRF-. Then, IFtotal = IFo0 t+ - IF,,t_ = 2IRF
The RF transconductance amplifier is typically implemented in one of two ways;
either a common-base or common-emitter amplifier is used (Figures 5-3 and 5-
4). The common-base typically achieves an impedance match more easily, since the
impedance looking into a common-base amplifier is , which is closer to 50 Q than the
input impedance of a common-emitter, which is r, = = . However, the commongm IB *
emitter configuration has superior noise performance. For the case of the common-
base amplifier, the common-base configuration has unity current gain. Thus, whatever
noise current is present at the emitter of the common base amplifier will appear
directly at the collector. Thus, all of the noise from the RF source is passed directly
to the output of a common-base amplifier. However, for the case of the common-
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Figure 5-2: Double-Balanced Mixer Topology.
emitter, the source noise has a path to ground through the emitter. Therefore, the
common-base configuration will theoretically always have a higher minimum noise
figure than that of the common-emitter. It is for this reason that many designers
tend to use the common-emitter configuration. This configuration was also chosen
for the mixer design presented in this thesis, after simulation analysis.
5.3 77-GHz Double-Balanced Downconversion Mixer
This section will detail the design, characterization and results of the 77-GHz double-
balanced mixer used in both the 77-GHz and 94-GHz front end receiver designs.
5.3.1 Design
The 77-GHz Double-Balanced Mixer core design is a Gilbert-cell topology with in-
ductive degeneration. A single-balanced configuration would allow substantial LO
feedthrough given its inherently poor LO-RF isolation. As such, a double-balanced
configuration (and hence, a fully-differential system) was chosen. The mixer schematic
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Figure 5-3: Common-base configuration.
V EAS
V
Zin c r
Figure 5-4: Common-emitter configuration.
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is shown in Figure 5-5, and was originally designed by Helen Kim of Lincoln Labo-
ratories. The RF transconductance stage is a common-emitter topology, which im-
plements an impedance match for minimum noise figure, following the technique
described in [47]. The series transmission line in the RF impedance matching net-
work is 260 pm long, and the inductive degeneration is 124 pm long, providing 46pH
of inductance.
VCC1 IF Amp VCC2
Mixer
UTp
OUTn
LOp LOn
RFp RFn
Figure 5-5: Double-Balanced Mixer Schematic.
The RF mixer core is followed by a two-stage IF amplifier, each stage consisting
of an emitter-follower followed by an emitter-coupled pair to provide a substantive
amount of IF gain. The diode-connected BJTs below the emitter-followers provide
a 1/gm resistance and a fixed DC voltage drop, which remains consistent at approx-
imately 0.8 V- 0.88 V over process and temperature. These allow for the same DC
value to remain at the drain of the NMOS current sources, which bias the current
through the IF amplifier stages. The NMOS current sources are used rather than
BJTs to save voltage supply headroom.
This double-balanced mixer is designed for an RF input of 73-81 GHz, which is
downconverted to 1-9 GHz IF. The 2-stage IF amplifier further amplifies and matches
to 50 ohms. The transistor size, bias current and transmission line matching were
chosen for optimum NF and maximum gain while accommodating the required IP1dB.
The stand-alone mixer has a broadband 180 balun at LO and RF input ports
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for testing purposes. These baluns each occupy an area of 1mm x 525 Pm, and are
used strictly for simplification of testing, such that single-ended external LO and RF
sources can be used to interface with the chip. The baluns provide differential RF
and LO input signals to the respective input ports of the double-balanced mixer.
5.3.2 Measured Results
The mixer noise figure was tested using an Agilent Noise Figure Analyzer and the
setup described in the Chapter 2 of this thesis. The mixer noise figure ranged from
12 - 14 dB from 73-81 GHz, and the conversion gain ranged from a 20-26 dB for
the 8-GHz RF frequency range. The conversion gain and NF measured vs. simulated
results are shown in Figure 5-6.
The measured results agree relatively well vs. simulated results, with discrepancies
occurring at the upper frequency range. This is most likely due to unmodeled parasitic
inductance occuring in the RF input stage, which makes the input impedance match
more frequency-tuned and less wideband. With a more tuned RF input impedance
match at the lower end of the RF frequency range than at the high end, the conversion
gain will drop with increasing frequency. The mixer also achieved an input-referred 1-
dB compression point of -26 dBm, and an output-referred 1-dB compression point of -2
dBm. Considering the expected RX power of the system to be -60 dBm, the linearity
this mixer achieved is certainly well within its specified expected performance. Figure
5-7 illustrates the mixer 1-dB compression point (including the 180 balun loss).
The mixer achieved better than 40 dB of LO-RF and LO-IF isolation. LO-IF
isolation is important in that the LO signal is large-signal and could potentially
overload the IF amplifier. LO-RF isolation is important because it is undesirable
to have large-signal LO power leaking back through the RF path and potentially
radiating into the atmosphere. In every case, the measured results were similar to
the simulated results. The total DC power dissipation for the mixer is 67 mW. The
total die area, including the test baluns, is 2.0mm x 1.4mm. Excluding the baluns,
the total area (including the pads for probe-testing) is approximately 1mm x 1.4mm.
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5.4 Mixer Summary and Conclusions
A 73-81 GHz Double-Balanced Mixer and IF amplifier was presented, which achieved
20-26 dB conversion gain, 12-14 dB noise figure and -26 dB IP1dB. Table 5.1 sum-
marizes the mixer performance parameters, including gain, NF, IP1dB, area, and DC
Power Consumption.
Table 5.1: Mixer Performance Parameters Summary
Freq. Conv. Gain Noise Figure IP1dB PDC Area
(GHz) (dB) (dB) (dBm) mW mm 2
73-81 20-26 12-14 -26 67 1 x 1.4
This mixer is a double-balanced Gilbert Cell configuration, which achieves greater
than 40 dB LO-RF and LO-IF isolation, 67 mW DC Power consumption, and 1 x
1.4 mm 2 Area. All mixer measured parameters are sufficient for the specifications
required for passive imaging in the 73-81 GHz frequency regime, and they compare
favorably among other published results. The mixer die photo is shown in Figure
5-8.
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Figure 5-8: 77-GHz Mixer Die Photo.
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Chapter 6
Cross-Coupled Voltage-Controlled
Oscillator
In virtually every transmit/receive system, a local oscillator signal is used via a fre-
quency translator to downconvert the incoming RF signal into a usable intermediate
or baseband frequency. This function can be provided externally by an LO source, or
on-chip through the means of a standalone voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) or a
VCO as part of a larger phase-locked loop system. Oscillators are inherently unsta-
ble and nonlinear systems, by definition, as the key characteristic of their operation
involves positive feedback.
This thesis explores active millimeter-wave LC oscillators, which contain the key
properties of requiring no RF input (only DC power is required), self-starting oscil-
lation, providing sufficient amplification by active devices to compensate for resistive
loss, and frequency selection by the LC resonator designed as part of the VCO core.
In order to provide a clean, controllable and reliable LO signal, the VCO would make
up an integral part of a phased-lock loop (PLL), which is currently being designed.
The VCO in this work is used to demonstrate functionality with an on-chip LO, which
eventually will be part of the PLL of [49].
Key design parameters considered are center frequency, output power, power con-
sumption, phase noise and tuning range. Other theoretical considerations include
start-up condition, long-term and short-term frequency stability.
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The requirements set forth by the passive imaging application reflect the specifica-
tions required by the LO ports of the double-balanced mixer. Specifically, the mixer
requires a minimum of -2 dBm of LO power, and an operating frequency of 72 GHz,
such that the IF output frequency range is 1-9 GHz, given a 73-81 GHz RF input
frequency range. It is desirable to have a reasonable amount of tuning range, in the
case that the VCO exhibits a measured center frequency discrepancy from its desired
value. This can be attained in a coarse manner by varying the power supplies, and
in a fine manner by adjusting the varactor control voltages. Phase noise is also an
important consideration for millimeter-wave passive imaging, in that it is desirable
to have a clean, large-signal LO source to downconvert the RF energy. Given the
available literature at the time of design, it was desirable to achieve better than -85
dBc/Hz phase noise, with the goal of further improving the phase noise of the internal
LO signal with the use of a PLL.
6.1 VCO Fundamental Theory
The following section provides a tutorial to define fundamental VCO concepts, includ-
ing the necessity of negative resistance and positive feedback to provide oscillation,
as well as general phase noise theory. Also discussed in this section is the effect of
phase noise on the overall receiver noise figure.
6.1.1 Negative Resistance and Positive Feedback
In general, the fundamental understanding of how an oscillator works requires under-
standing of the necessity of negative resistance and positive feedback. It is well known
that negative resistance in a feedback system creates oscillation, as positive resistance
will simply dampen an oscillation. Negative resistance, provided by active circuits,
will negate the dissipative effects of parasitic resistance in the oscillator tank. [29], [2].
Figure 6-1 and the following analysis can more clearly explain the concept.
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Figure 6-1: LC Resonator Tank.
If we assume that we have designed an LC frequency-selective tank, then at the
resonant frequency, the LC tank will approximate an open circuit. Therefore, the total
tank resistance we must compute at the resonant frequency is RI I Ractive, where Ractive
is the resistance looking into the oscillator core of the active devices (ie. negative
resistance), and R, is the parasitic resistance of the VCO core.
This yields:
RplRacive RpRacve (6.1)
Rp + Ractive
So, in order to maintain negative resistance, and thus start-up and sustain oscillation,
a necessary condition is that:
IRp] > Ractive (6.2)
This concept can also be illustrated using active devices with a frequency-selective LC
tank. Figure 6-2 shows a BJT cross-coupled pair oscillator for which the input resis-
tance is calculated to determine a sufficient parallel tank resistance value to start-up
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and sustain oscillation. Since the magnitude of the signal at the collector of Q1 is
equivalent to the magnitude of the signal at the collector of Q2, but opposite in sign,
we can model the input resistance of each transistor as that of diode-connected tran-
sistors with a negative multiplier in the feedback path. This is illustrated conceptually
in Figure 6-3.
Figure 6-2: BJT Cross-Coupled Pair with Frequency-Selective LC Tank.
This figure can be simplified in terms of its pi model (shown in Figure 6-4, whereby
we know that all DC voltages and currents are the same through Qi and Q2):
(6.3)gml = -9m2
v 1 = -V 2
V1 - V2 = 2V1 = Vtot
(6.4)
(6.5)
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Rp Rp
Figure 6-3: Illustration of -gm resistance model for active BJT device. [2]
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I >
gm 2 V2 gm Vl
Figure 6-4: Simplified BJT Cross-Coupled Pi Model for calculating input resistance.
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Thus, the total input resistance to the BJT cross-coupled pair is the ratio of the total
voltage to the total current:
R? Vtot 2 (6.6)
-gm2 gm
Given the analysis from equation 6.2, this means that Rp in the LC parallel tank must
be greater than 2 in order to start-up and sustain oscillation. In this case, then, the
energy lost in R, will be renewed by the active devices with every oscillation cycle.
One important concept to note is that, although this model implies constant
positive feedback, this is not sustainable in an actual oscillator; in other words, the
oscillation will not grow until the transistors blow up, as they are limited by the supply
rails. Instead, there is a damping mechanism in place that limits the amplitude of the
oscillation. This is set by the LC tank and the cutoff region of the active transistors.
Once the collector of Q1 goes high, Q2 turns on and brings its collector output to a
low ac value. The LC tank then continues the oscillation cycle, eventually bringing
the collector of Q1 back down, thereby bringing down the base voltage of Q2, allowing
the collector of Q2 to increase, and so on.
6.1.2 Phase Noise
Phase noise is an exceedingly important parameter of a VCO, in that it quantitatively
describes carrier-to-noise ratio. It is essentially desirable to limit the thermal noise of
the oscillator output, while maximizing the carrier (output) signal strength. Thermal
noise causes frequency fluctuation, which in turn creates a spread in spectral content
centered around the carrier frequency. We can determine the noise-to-signal ratio by
noting that the signal energy Estored in the VCO RLC tank is given by Estored = 2CV2
such that the mean-square voltage signal is Vg = E .1 By definition, the only
source of noise in an RLC tank is the tank resistance, we can calculate the total
mean-square noise voltage by integrating the thermal noise of the resistor over the
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RLC tank noise bandwidth [29]:
2 Z= ( 2d 4KTR - kTV = 4kTR 'R 4RC (6.7)
The noise-to-signal ratio is defined as the ratio of the total mean-square noise voltage
to the total mean-square signal voltage, which equates to the following:
N kT =  (6.8)
S Estored
In order to bring this equation into terms of the VCO tank quality factor Q, we can
remember that the fundamental definition of Q is:
eQ nergy stored =WEstored (6.9)
average power dissipated Pdissipated
This allows for the definition of carrier-to-noise ratio in terms of the oscillator Q:
S _ QPdissipated (6.10)
N wkT
This essentially summarizes mathematically what we expect for high signal-to-noise
ratio: Higher Q and power dissipation lead to a stronger signal, while lower fre-
quency and temperature decrease noise. Also, for a given oscillator Q, higher power
dissipation will lead to improved phase noise.
In order to derive a quantitative calculation for oscillator phase noise, we first
take into account the current noise across the oscillator tank, given by: -- = 4kTG.
Next, we appproximate the effective impedance which is seen by the noise current
source. This particular impedance will solely be that of an LC resonator, because
in theory, the circuit provides just enough negative resistance to negate the positive
tank resistance in order to produce an oscillation at the carrier frequency. Therefore,
the impedance seen by the noise current source can be approximated given small
displacements Aw from the center frequency Wo:
Z(wo + Aw) L (6.11)
2Aw
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Note that the impedance seen by the current source is inductive, and as AWc gets
larger, the impedance looks less like an open circuit. We can also express this in
terms of Q, since we also know that Q = . As such, the expression for the
impedance of the oscillator tank becomes:
Z(wo + AW) (6.12)G2QAw
To get an expression for the mean-square noise voltage, we simply take the mean-
square current noise and multiply it by the squared magnitude of the tank impedance:
2  j2 WO 2
" n * Z2 = 4kTR { (6.13)Af Af *2QAw)
This expression mathematically defines the mean-square voltage noise; however, most
often it is more interesting to express this noise relative to the carrier strength. The
mean-square voltage noise can be normalized to the mean-square carrier voltage,
thus describing the noise ratio in decibels (or dBc/Hz). This is the most common
way phase noise is expressed, and it is written as follows:
(v/A f 2kT wo
L(A) = 10 log 10 log (6.14)
v 2 PSg 2 QA W
It is easily inferred that as the Q of the oscillator tank and the power of the
signal increase, the phase noise improves. Also, as the frequency offset increases, the
phase noise improves. This makes intuitive sense because the farther away from the
carrier signal, the closer the measurement is to the noise floor. This is why it is very
important to specify the frequency offset when reporting phase noise; otherwise the
measurement is meaningless. Most often in millimeter-wave oscillator designs, the
phase noise is reported at 1-MHz offset.
While this approximation of phase noise generally holds for small Aw, it is not
consistent for increasing frequency offset. This aberration from the theoretical model
is due to the presence of noisy active components in the oscillator and buffers, which
cause the phase noise to flatten out into the noise floor rather than continuing to
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decrease as a function of Aw2 . A more accurate model was presented by D.B. Leeson
[50]. The theoretical model with Leeson's modifications is described in 6.15.
L(Aw) = 10 log 12FT (i+ ( ) 1 (6.15)
psis 2Qw |*w|
6.1.3 LO Phase Noise and its effect on Receiver Performance
An important factor in determining the amount of phase noise acceptable by a VCO
is how the overall noise will affect the receiver performance. While the LO signal
and RF carrier signal are downconverted to a usable IF frequency, inevitably the
oscillator noise is also downconverted, which appears in the IF band and affects the
overall noise floor and thus the signal-to-noise ratio of the receiver.
Fortunately, for the millimeter-wave imaging regime of 77-GHz, there are no overt
neighboring high-power RF signals that must be designed around. In fact, we can
make the assumption that any neighboring signals would not be of any higher signal
strength than that which we expect for our RF signal, or -60 dBm. In this case, we
can first determine the increase in the noise floor of the receiver due to its own noise
figure. This is given in [51] as follows:
P~ =- F- 174 (dBm/Hz) (6.16)
where the noise figure of the receiver the -174 dBm/Hz figure comes from the absolute
noise floor in a one-Hertz bandwidth:
P,= kTB (6.17)
where T = 290K, k = 1.38e - 23 m 2kgs- 2K - 1, and B = 1 Hz. This yields 4.002e-21
W, or -204 dB. Converting this to dBm yields Pn = -174 dBm. This is also explained
in [52].
The noise power due to the LO phase noise can be determined given a specified
offset frequency, depending on where the RF carrier signal occurs. For example, we
can calculate the noise power of the nearest -60 dBm RF carrier due to the an LO
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phase noise of -100 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz offset as follows:
Po Pc + L(1MHz) = -160 dBm/Hz (6.18)
This sum at the given offset from the RF signal carrier yields a new apparent noise
floor, which has 14 dB difference from the -174 dBm/Hz absolute noise floor of the
receiver, and therefore a 14 dB increase in the receiver effective noise figure. In order
to ensure that the VCO phase noise contributes essentially no noise to the receiver
system at a given frequency offset, given an RF carrier power of -60 dBm, an LO
phase noise of -114 dBc/Hz would be required.
6.2 Design and Characterization
The following section will detail the VCO design, including the cross coupled BJT
core and buffers. The layout will also be discussed, as well as the full characterization
scheme.
6.2.1 Topology- VCO Core
The topology chosen for the Millimeter-Wave VCO design was a cross-coupled BJT
design. This topology provides negative resistance looking into the VCO core. Tran-
sistor sizes are chosen such that enough current can be pushed and pulled in order to
provide sufficient output power at high millimeter-wave frequencies, while not adding
excessive parasitic and inherent tank capacitance. The transistor sizes chosen for the
VCO core were 2.75pm. The core design also incorporates independent base biasing
in order to provide more autonomous control over the output VCO frequency (con-
sidering that extraneous factors such as parasitics and simulation model errors could
occur and affect the output frequency). Capacitive feedback was also used in the core
design, as it acted as a capacitive divider to enable substantially higher output fre-
quency and output power. This will be explained more fully with simulation results
in subsequent subsections.
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The VCO core design is shown in Figure 6-5. Without the capacitive feedback,
the circuit becomes that which is illustrated in Figure 6-2. One can determine the
frequency of oscillation of this VCO tank without running a transient simulation by
simply running an s-parameter simulation. The LC tank is calculated to resonate
at a slightly higher frequency than the target output frequency, due to the extra
capacitance in the VCO core. This capacitance is given by C7r = Cj+Tgm, where Cj is
the junction capacitance, determined by geometry, and Tg,r is the transconductance,
,- multiplied by the forward transit time.Vth '
Figure 6-5: VCO Core Design Schematic.
The VCO includes a varactor in the LC tank, which provides a tank capacitance
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ranging from - 40fF to 95 fF, depending on the control voltage. This provides a
nominal frequency tuning range, which can be widened or narrowed depending on
the inductance value in the tank. A mid-range fixed capacitance value of 65fF was
chosen for simulations of the standalone VCO core to illustrate how the capacitive
feedback affects the overall output power and frequency, and ultimately, the phase
noise of the oscillator.
When simulating the s-parameters of the VCO with a simulation port across the
tank and core (between nodes a and b), the exact frequency at which the VCO will
oscillate can be determined by analyzing the Smith Chart. We can see that the cross-
coupled pair VCO without capacitive feedback oscillates at a much lower frequency,
due to the high value of Cir, which brings down the overall output frequency. The
oscillation point of the tank can be found by observing the point on the Smith Chart
at which the best impedance match is made (on the real impedance axis), with a
trace cursor that indicates the impedance and frequency. It should be noted that
this impedance match occurs for negative resistance, or outside of the Smith Chart's
positive impedance circles. This is a clear indication of oscillation. Figure 6-6 shows
the Smith Chart S11 for the cross-coupled pair without capacitive feedback, and
Figure 6-7 shows the Smith Chart S11 for the cross-coupled pair with capacitive
feedback.
It should be noted that the capacitive feedback provides an output frequency dif-
ference of 30 GHz higher, due to the capacitive division of Cwr. In this particular
schematic, the BJTs are 2.75,um with 5mA DC bias current through each core tran-
sistor, and 10mA DC tail current. Cir is 80fF at the DC bias point of 5mA, but this
approximately doubles as the entire tail current is pushed through each transistor in
the core during oscillation, as Cir increases as a function of collector current. The
varactor capacitance has been set to a fixed 65 fF, contributing to a total of - 229 fF
of capacitance. This, combined with 46pH of inductance provided by the 100 /pm long
transmission line inductor, corresponds to a theoretical resonant frequency of 49
GHz, given f = . Simulation of the LC tank with an ideal capacitance of 229
fF and a 100 pm, 8pm thick microstrip inductor approximating 46 pH of inductance
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Figure 6-6: VCO Core S-parameter response without Capacitive Feedback.
S-Parameter Response
- 51
rho - 1.3
Figure 6-7: VCO Core S-parameter response with Capacitive Feedback.
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yields approximately the same output frequency at - 47 GHz, showing very close
theoretical and simulated agreement.
Once the theoretical and simulated output frequency of the VCO core has been
verified based on inductance, transistor and core capacitance, it is important to check
that the capacitive division is the source of the frequency increase. The feedback
capacitance should ideally be very small, so as to dominate the overall value of ca-
pacitance seen by the oscillator. A capacitance value of 15 fF is chosen, which is
too small to create with MIM capacitors. This is resolved in layout using the M3-
M4 metal layers, which have the smallest amount of spacing between them, thereby
providing the maximum amount of capacitance per unit area of metal. A feedback
capacitance value of 15 fF will yield a total capacitance (seen as C7r) of M 13.7 fF,
which approximately doubles as twice the current flows through the BJT. This is
added to the varactor capacitance (in this case, 65 fF), for a final output frequency
value of 76 GHz. Both output frequencies can be verified in simulation with simple
S-parameter Smith Chart simulation, making simulation match closely to theory.
Another advantage of capacitive division is that the output power is significantly
improved. In this particular simulation, we see an improvement of 12 dB in output
power with the addition of the feedback capacitors; however, this is not entirely
reflective of the actual power improvement, as the LC tank is tuned for 75 GHz, and
the bias current is also optimized for operation in that frequency region. However, the
output voltage swing for a VCO core with no capacitive feedback is on the order of
100's of millivolts, whereas the output voltage swing for a VCO core with capacitive
feedback is on the order of volts. The feedback capacitors enable a much higher output
voltage swing without saturating the base-collector junction. The improvement in
output power translates to an improvement in phase noise, as phase noise is inverse-
logarithmically proportional to output power. The full VCO schematic is shown in
Figure 6-8.
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Figure 6-8: VCO Full Schematic.
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6.2.2 Topology- VCO Buffers
The VCO output buffers are comprised of emitter followers sized and biased for
maximum output voltage swing, followed by an emitter-coupled pair with inductive
peaking to maximize the output power to a 50-ohm load. This technique is known
as power-matching, which is used for large-signal outputs in oscillator and power
amplifier design [29]. These also resonate with the junction capacitance to provide a
real load impedance at the output frequency. The output buffers are independently
DC biased from the VCO core for better output control. The resistors at the output
of the emitter followers are used to keep the DC level at the current source collectors
consistent with that of the emitter-coupled pair.
The series transmission lines in series with the AC coupling capacitor were neces-
sary to route the differential VCO outputs to the inputs of the double-balanced mixer,
which were approximately 150 pm apart. While this does add a nominal amount of
loss in output power, it does not significantly affect the output frequency of the VCO.
6.2.3 Layout
The VCO is a very layout-sensitive circuit, due to excess parasitics and asymmetries
which can exist. In fact, all circuit elements operating in the millimeter-wave regime
are sensitive in this way. In order to limit common-mode noise, the layout was made
as symmetrical as possible. The VCO core layout is illustrated in Figure 6-9, and
the full layout is illustrated in Figure 6-10. The feedback capacitors in the VCO core
are highlighted by a box in the center of the VCO core layout, implemented in M3
and M4 because of the very small relative spacing between the two metal layers. The
LC tank inductors (also highlighted above the capacitors) are implemented with the
two 10 0-pm long microstrip transmission lines which bend and connect at the center
of the core to vdd. The series transmission lines extending to the output at the
bondpads are used simply to route the VCO output to the mixer LO input terminals,
as explained above. The large microstrip transmission lines which envelope the VCO
core and bend to connect to vdd are the peaking inductors seen in the output buffer
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of the VCO schematic. The total chip size is 690 um x 650 itm, including bondpads.
The size reduces to approximately 375 /am x 550 pm when the LO output bondpads
are not in use.
Figure 6-9: VCO Core Layout, illustrating the feedback capacitors and symmetry.
6.2.4 Testing Methodology
The VCO was tested using on-chip probing at MIT's Lincoln Laboratory with Infinity
GSG probes rated up to 110-GHz. The output power was measured on both an
Agilent spectrum analyzer and then verified by a W-band power meter. All power
loss by external components was separately measured and calibrated out, including
that of the probes, adapters, and mm-gore cables.
The VCO phase noise was measured on an Agilent Spectrum Analyzer using
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Figure 6-10: VCO Breakout Layout.
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a resolution bandwidth of 100-KHz (which corresponds to an extra 10 log 100e3 =
50dB) of phase noise to be subtracted from the result measured by the delta marker
on the spectrum analyzer. The phase noise was measured at 1-MHz offset from the
center frequency, which is the most typically reported phase noise offset measurement
in the mm-wave literature. The method used for capturing the phase noise was
an injection-locking method, whereby an external signal was injected into the VCO
through one of the outputs to "lock" the VCO output signal and more accurately
measure the phase noise produced by the VCO alone.
6.3 VCO Summary and Conclusions
The VCO included in the receiver was designed for operation at 72-GHz, to provide
an IF of 1-9 GHz for an RF input of 73-81 GHz. Two VCO breakouts were tested; one
was designed for higher frequency operation and achieved -86 dBc/Hz phase noise at
75 GHz, and the other performed at 70.5 GHz with -93 dBc/Hz phase noise at 1 MHz
offset from the carrier. Both were tunable by about 3 GHz. The VCO integrated in
the receiver used the same layout as the VCO which achieved an output frequency of
70.5 GHz (standalone), but operated at a center frequency of approximately 72 GHz,
as inferred from receiver measurements with a fixed RF frequency. The reason for the
shift to a higher frequency was likely due to the elimination of the bondpads (as well
as the inductive probes used to measure the standalone VCO), which loaded the VCO
output and brought the operating frequency down. The on-chip LO phase noise is
assumed to be similar to that of the lower frequency VCO tested, since its equivalent
layout was used in the integrated receiver. Figures 6-11 and 6-12 illustrate the VCO
phase noise measured at an output frequency of 70 GHz and 75 GHz, respectively.
The noise power and overall effect on receiver noise figure due to the LO phase
noise is also determined. Since we are interested in an IF frequency of 1-9 GHz, the
frequency offset of the RF carrier from the LO would essentially be 1 GHz, where the
VCO achieves 112 dBc/Hz. Therefore, we can calculate the noise power of the
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nearest RF carrier due to the LO phase noise at 1 GHz as follows:
Po = Pc + L(1GHz) = -60 + (-112) = -172 dBm/Hz (6.19)
This sum at the given offset from the RF signal carrier yields a new apparent noise
floor with a 2 dB difference from the -174 dBm/Hz absolute noise floor of the receiver,
and therefore a 2 dB increase in the receiver effective noise figure. In order to ensure
that the VCO phase noise contributes essentially no noise to the receiver system at a
given frequency offset, given an RF carrier power of -60 dBm, an LO phase noise of
-114 dBc/Hz would be required at that frequency offset, as mentioned previously.
For the case of a 1 MHz offset (where the phase noise of the VCO was specified
to achieve -93 dBc/Hz), the RF signal carrier yields a new apparent noise floor of 21
dB difference from the -174 dBm/Hz absolute noise floor of the receiver, and a 12
dB difference from the noise floor of the receiver, PnRx, due to its own noise figure.
If we were concerned about carriers within 1 MHz of the LO frequency, the VCO
required performance of -114 dBc/Hz would be far greater than its current measured
performance of -93 dBc/Hz in order to ensure that it would contribute essentially no
noise to the receiver system. This is indeed achievable if the VCO is phase-locked in a
PLL system; also, the VCO phase noise can be improved by several means, including
mitigating parasitics and using smaller NMOS varactors.
The output power for the VCOs were in the approximate range of -2 to +2 dBm
throughout the frequency of operation, as measured on a W-band power sensor. Power
dissipation for the VCO is 73 mW, and the area is 700 pm x 550 pm. The VCO Die
Photo is illustrated in Figure 6-13.
Table 6.1 summarizes the VCO performance parameters.
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Figure 6-11: VCO Phase Noise Measurement at 70.1 GHz.
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Figure 6-12: VCO Phase Noise Measurement at 75 GHz.
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Figure 6-13: VCO Die Photo.
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Table 6.1: VCO Performance Parameters Table
Center Freq. Output Power Phase Noise Tuning Range PDc Area
(GHz) (dBm) (dBc/Hz) (mW) (mm 2)
@ 1 MHz
70.5 -2 - +1.5 -93 3 GHz 73 .385
75 -2 -- +1.5 -86 3 GHz 73 .385
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Overall Impact
The overarching highlight of this work is the integration of a high efficiency an-
tenna onto a high performance receiver front end while preserving the overall per-
formance with minimal loss. This scheme improves overall receiver sensitivity. Also,
this method simplifies the overall packaging scheme which eliminates W-band inter-
connections, requiring only connections to the significantly lower IF frequency band.
Overall, this work also sheds light on the importance of antenna and circuit co-design
by emphasizing the critical contribution that the antenna makes to overall receiver
noise figure.
7.2 Thesis Summary
Fully characterized 77-GHz and 94-GHz front end receivers have been presented for
millimeter-wave passive imaging, achieving the highest gains and lowest noise figures
reported for silicon-based receivers in these frequency regimes, with wideband per-
formance. Wideband Millimeter-Wave antennas were also designed, fabricated and
fully characterized using a unique mm-wave measurement technique for GSG probe
stations. The unpackaged antenna performance yields maximum gains ranging from
10-13 dB from 70-100 GHz, with greater than 90% efficiency. Finally, most notable
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about this work is the co-design and flip-chip assembly of these integrated wideband
antennas that achieve excellent radiation efficiency, bandwidth and gain. This flip-
chip method proves to be the lowest-loss integration method to date, yielding an
average of 0.5-1dB of loss overall, for a typical package efficiency of 80-90%. When
compared to systems which implement on-chip antennas, these results prove to be far
superior in overall receiver performance, namely because on-chip antenna efficiency
is so poor (usually < 10% in most reported cases [12]- [23]). Poor antenna efficiency
directly impacts a receiver's noise figure and gain performance, and unfortunately,
these results are typically not reported inclusively when characterizing a receiver's
overall performance.
The 77-GHz Front End Receiver achieves 46 dB max conversion gain, 6.5-10 dB
noise figure, OP1dB of +2 dBm and DC power dissipation of 122 mW, while the
94-GHz receiver achieves 47 dB max conversion gain, 7-12.5 dB noise figure, and
DC power dissipation of 120 mW. The standalone circuit blocks which make up
the RF front end systems also individually achieve good performance. The 77-GHz
LNA achieves 4.9-6.0 dB NF, 18-26 dB gain, and S11, S22 of -13.0 and -12.8 dB,
respectively. The Double-Balanced Mixer achieves 12-14 dB NF, 20-26 dB conversion
gain and -26dBm P1dB (input-referred). The VCO achieves output power from -2
to 0 dBm with phase noise of -93 dBc/Hz at 72 GHz, and 3 GHz tuning range.
The 94-GHz LNA achieves 22-dB max gain, 7.0 dB NF, -25 dB and -10 dB S11 and
S22, respectively. This LNA also exhibits excellent Ultra-Wideband performance,
achieving >10 dB gain from 40-100 GHz.
Table 7.1, displays a State-of-the-Art Comparison of silicon-based receivers (in-
cluding some individual receiver components) in both SiGe and CMOS technologies.
A graphical State-of-the-Art Comparison is illustrated in Figure 7-1, highlighting
noise figure vs. gain performance.
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Table 7.1: State-of-The-Art Comparisons of Silicon-Based Receivers and/or Receiver
Components
Ref. Tech. RX Freq. RXMax Noise IP1dB PDC Area
Integ. Range Gain Fig. (dBm) mW mm2
Level (GHz) (dB) (dB)
[53] .13 pm LNA/Mix/ 75-86 28 11 -16 1072 1
SiGe LO Buff
[54] .13 pm LNA/Mix/ 81-90 36 Not -33 274 .135
SiGe IF Amp/VCO Meas.
[55] SiGe LNA/Mix/ 75.5-77.5 30 11.5 -26 440 1.16
Balun
[56] SiGe LNA/Mix/ 77-79 25.6 9-10.5 -24 240 1.17
IF Amp/VCO
[57] 65-nm LNA/Mix/ 80-84 12 9-10 -13 94 .30
CMOS IF Buffer
[8]- .13 pm LNA/Mix/ 77-83 37 8-10 -27.5 161 2.25
[58] SiGe IF Amp/VCO
[59] SiGe Trans.: 150-170 -23.5 Not -1* 295 .455
VCO/Mix Meas.
[59] SiGe LNA 140/156 17 Not -1* 112 .08
Meas.
[60] SiGe LNA 77-84 17 5.6 -17 14.4 .54
[61] (sim)
[60] SiGe Mixer 73-81 6 14.9 Not Not 2.1"*
Rep. Rep.
[62] SiGe LNA/Mix/ 77-79 21.7 10.2 Not 595 1.26
VCO (sim) Rep.
[63] 45-nm Mix/ 109-112 19.5 13.2 Not Not Not
CMOS IF Amp Rep. Rep. Rep.
[64] 130-nm LNA 51-65 12 8.8 2.0* 54 Not
CMOS Rep.
[65] 65-nm LNA/Mix 100-140 -15 Not -12 54 .406
CMOS IF Amp Rep. (LNA Rep.
IP1dB)
This .13 pm LNA/Mix/ 73-81 46 6.5-10.5 -38 122 1.7
Work SiGe IF Amp
This .13 pm LNA/Mix/ 91-99 46.5 7-12.5 -39 120 1.6
Work SiGe IF Amp
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*(OPldB)
**Not Directly Reported; size is inferred from full chip photo.
State-of-the-Art Silicon-Based Receiver Front End Comparison
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Measured Minimum Noise Figure (dB)
Figure 7-1: State-of-the-Art Graphical Comparison: Noise Figure vs. Gain.
7.3 Future Work
Several key areas investigated in this thesis have great potential for improvement and
further exploration. These areas include (but are certainly not limited to) packaging
methods, noise figure improvement, reliable LO generation, and improvement of par-
asitic modeling. While this work contributed towards overall packaging methods by
eliminating the need for external W-band connections, an overall packaging scheme
still presents a substantial challenge in that it is necessary to package the full chip
including a low-loss IF connection with minimally intrusive effects to the antenna.
The method that was used in this work for chip characterization was on-chip prob-
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ing; however, this method may soon be replaced by full packages in order to realize a
functional prototype.
Another key area still requiring improvement is the overall receiver noise figure,
as this directly affects the receiver sensitivity (as defined in Chapter 2: AT m (TA +
TN) * ). When comparing the state-of-the-art MMW silicon-based receiver
results to other systems, including discrete receivers and III-V receivers, silicon-based
systems still do not exhibit the lowest noise figures. This largely is due to inherent
noise in the silicon-based substrates, but there is still room for overall improvement
in silicon-based systems. As mentioned in Chapter 2, noise figure mitigation can be
achieved with the implementation of image-rejection schemes, such as an image-reject
bandpass filter. However, this is not a trivial design, as it requires filters with very
low insertion loss and exact impedance matching about the image band in order to
provide effective noise mitigation.
Reliable local oscillator generation is imperative in order to provide a low phase
noise modulation signal to the receiver front end. On-chip LO generation requires
a full on-chip PLL, which also presents significant design challenges in the MMW
regime, due to the complexity of the system. While the VCO is an essential component
of the PLL, also critical is the careful design of each element in the loop that interacts
with the VCO and an understanding of this interaction on a thorough level. Designing
for test is also nontrivial, because the placement of a bondpad and probe on a critical
node can disrupt the PLL performance.
Finally, improvement of parasitic modeling is a large area that still requires work in
the MMW regime. This is largely because most low frequency circuit design does not
necessitate parasitic extraction of inductance. However, with increasing frequency,
routing wires represent larger values of parasitic inductance which can significantly
alter impedance matching parameters.
Aside from the general concepts described, there are countless opportunities for
impactful influences and improvements in MMW design, including expanding oper-
ating frequencies, improving test equipment, improving test methods and characteri-
zation methods, expanding integration levels and system complexity, and identifying
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new and useful applications, to name a few. With further advancement of silicon tech-
nology and component modeling, lower noise figures, higher system complexities and
packaging developments will be achievable. These further advancements will certainly
make silicon-based MMW systems an even more viable and competitive technology
than they have already proven to be.
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Appendix A
A.1 Antenna Gain vs. Angle: Azimuth Plane
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Figure A-1: Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 70 GHz and 72 GHz, Azimuth Plane.
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Figure A-2: Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 73 GHz and 75 GHz, Azimuth Plane.
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Figure A-3: Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 77 GHz and 79 GHz, Azimuth Plane.
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Figure A-5: Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 83 GHz
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and 85 GHz, Azimuth Plane.
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Figure A-11: Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 100 GHz and 105 GHz, Azimuth Plane.
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Appendix B
B.1 Antenna Gain vs. Angle: Elevation Plane
Gain vs. Elev. Angle @ 70 GHz
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Figure B-1: Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 70 GHz and 72 GHz, Elevation Plane.
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Figure B-2: Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 73 GHz and 75 GHz, Elevation Plane.
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Figure B-3: Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 77 GHz and 79 GHz, Elevation Plane.
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Figure B-4: Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 80 GHz and 81 GHz, Elevation Plane.
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Figure B-5: Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 83 GHz and 85 GHz, Elevation Plane.
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Figure B-7: Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 90 GHz and 91 GHz, Elevation Plane.
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Figure B-9: Antenna Gain vs. Angle: 95 GHz and 97 GHz, Elevation Plane.
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Appendix C
C.1 Antenna Gain vs. Frequency
Antenna Gain vs. Frequency, Azimuth plane sweep: Phi = 0 degrees
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Figure C-1: Antenna Gain vs. Frequency: Azimuth Plane.
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Antenna Gain vs. Frequency, Azimuth plane sweep: Phi = 21 degrees
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Figure C-2: Antenna Gain vs. Frequency: Azimuth 21 Degrees.
Antenna Gain vs. Frequency, Azimuth plane sweep: Phi = 55 degrees
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Figure C-3: Antenna Gain vs. Frequency: Azimuth 55 degrees.
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Antenna Gain vs. Frequency, Azimuth plane sweep: Phi = 65 degrees
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Figure C-4: Antenna Gain vs. Frequency: Azimuth 65 degrees.
Antenna Gain vs. Frequency, Azimuth plane sweep: Phi = 90 degrees
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Figure C-5: Antenna Gain vs. Frequency: Azimuth 90 degrees.
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Antenna Gain vs. Frequency, Elevation 10 degrees
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Figure C-6: Antenna Gain vs. Frequency: Elevation Plane.
Antenna Gain vs. Frequency, Elevation 45 degrees
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Figure C-7: Antenna Gain vs. Frequency: Elevation 45 degrees.
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Antenna Gain vs. Frequency, Elevation 60 degrees
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Figure C-8: Antenna Gain vs. Frequency: Elevation 60 degrees.
Antenna Gain vs. Frequency, Elevation 80 degrees
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Figure C-9: Antenna Gain vs. Frequency: Elevation 80 degrees.
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